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Neural models have been shown to work well for natural language process-
ing tasks when one has large amounts of labeled data, but problems arise when this
is not the case. In this thesis we investigate several ‘low-supervision’ scenarios in
which we do not have sufficient training data, and we propose methods to improve
performance in these scenarios.

First, we consider the scenario where we can use other types of resources in
addition to the limited training labels. For instance, we can ask human annotators to
provide rationales supporting their labels (annotations) for training examples. To
capitalize on such supervision, we develop a neural model that can train on both
instance labels and associated rationales. We also investigate how to incorporate
existing ontologies into neural models. Specifically, we develop a novel training
algorithm that enforces weight sharing among similar words in the ontologies, thus
inductively biasing the neural model training.

In addition incorporating other types of resources beyond instance labels,
we also use transfer learning techniques which are general means of learning in
low-supervision settings. We study how to use multiple sets of pre-trained word
embeddings as inputs to neural models, and fine-tune them to the task at hand in
a more intelligent way than simply concatenating them. We also develop a novel
model for text generation, in which the model is able to generate text from a new
domain (unseen in training data). Rather than simply fine-tuning the model on
the target domain, the model fully uses the domain information in the training set,
allowing it to generate domain specific text.

Lastly, we consider how to collect data under a limited budget more effi-
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ciently than simply random selection of unlabeled data for annotation. We develop
new active learning (AL) methods to collect more informative examples to be anno-
tated specifically for neural models, so that better models and more discriminative
text representation can be learned with fewer labels. Following this, we further
develop new AL approaches when we have richly annotated data from a relevant
domain, that is, we combine AL and transfer learning and leverage the advantages
of both methods. We also investigate how to use the pre-trained deep bidirectional
transformer (BERT) to actively select labels.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Neural models are powerful when there is large scale training data, e.g., there
may be millions of customer product reviews that Amazon can use to train a sen-
timent classifier (Kim, 2014; Zhang and Wallace, 2015a). However, it is not often
the case that we have access to that amount of training data because annotating data
is time-consuming and expensive. Prior works have proposed multiple methods to
handle ‘low-supervision’ scenarios where we don’t have large training data. Some
of the most commonly used strategies include data augmentation (Vincent et al.,
2008), semi-supervised learning (Grandvalet and Bengio, 2005), training beyond
instance labels (Faruqui et al., 2014), multi-task learning (Collobert and Weston,
2008), regularization (Hinton et al., 2012), parameter sharing (Han et al., 2015),
unsupervised learning (Mikolov et al., 2013b), transfer learning (Mou et al., 2016),
and active learning (Settles, 2010). This thesis focuses on three of the above strate-
gies: training beyond instance labels, transfer learning and active learning. For each
of the strategies, we propose novel methods specifically designed for neural NLP
models to improve model performance under low-supervision scenarios.

The classical way of doing supervised machine learning is using training
instance labels. For example, when doing sentiment analysis, people build mod-
els that rely on instances and their sentiment scores (Zhang and Wallace, 2015a).
But we go beyond instance labels for low-supervision scenarios. Instead of just us-
ing instance labels, we also incorporate other types of resources into neural model
training. In this thesis we consider augmenting neural models with human ra-

tionales (Zhang et al., 2016a) and ontologies such as wordnet (Baccianella et al.,
2010). In Chapter 3, we consider the scenario where we not only ask human anno-
tators to label training instances, but also to provide further rationales that explain
their annotations. These rationales can augment the limited training labels. Prior
works have incorporated rationales into support vector machines (SVMs) (Zaidan
et al., 2007). In this thesis, we propose a neural model that can train on both in-
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stance labels and rationale labels. In Chapter 4, we consider how to incorporate
ontologies (Zhang et al., 2017b) as prior domain knowledge into neural models.
We propose a novel training method that forces similar words in ontologies to share
more parameters in the embedding space to inductively bias the neural model train-
ing.

In addition to augmenting models with other types of resources beyond in-
stance labels, another way of augmenting models is transfer learning (Pan and Yang,
2010), where there is not enough data for the target task, but there is large scale
training data for another relevant source task. Typically, we can first train a model
on the richly annotated source task, and then transfer the trained source model to
the low-supervision target task. This is typicall better than directly training a model
on the target task (Mou et al., 2016). In transfer learning, it is often the case that the
source data contains a mixture of diverse attributes. For example, there might have
several off-the-shelf pre-trained embeddings trained on different corpus using dif-
ferent training methods, or the source data might contain multiple various written
styles. Prior works often ignore this issue (Rush et al., 2015; See et al., 2017). But
the fact is that some part of the source data is beneficial for the transfer, but some
other part might hurt the transfer due to the very different properties between the
source task and the target task. Instead, we develop novel transfer learning meth-
ods that better leverage multiple types of source data to better suit the source task
to the target task. In Chapter 5, we study how to better leverage multiple sets of
pre-trained word embeddings in neural models and to cleverly fine-tune them to
downstream tasks. In Chapter 6, we study text generation when various written
styles are available in the training data and how to generate target style text using
the mixture of source styles. We introduce a novel encoder decoder that is able to
generate text sequences with any specific style even if the style has little training
data or is totally unseen in the training set.

Lastly, we consider active learning (AL) for low-supervision scenarios. AL
is more straightforward than the previous two methods for low-supervision scenar-
ios, because it directly involves data collection. In AL, the learning algorithm is
allowed to choose more valuable unlabeled instances to be annotated. The goal is
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to achieve good performance with as few labeled instances as possible. People have
developed AL approaches for traditional machine learning models (Settles, 2010).
But neural NLP models are different than traditional machine learning models in
that they feature a representation learning process (Bengio, 2009). So it is crucial
that for neural models, we should introduce a better representation layer as the in-
put to higher layers. In Chapter 7, we develop a new AL method specifically for
neural NLP models that encourages more discriminative word embedding learning.
Although there is an increasing attention on ALs for neural models recently (Sid-
dhant and Lipton, 2018), they all do ALs from scratch. Instead, we also consider
combining AL and transfer learning. We consider a situation where we can collect
a limited amount of labels for the target domain, but at the same time, we can also
pre-train a good model from a richly annotated relevant source domain. The goal
is to train a good model on the target domain. In Chapter 8, we investigate how to
actively choose target instances given a pre-trained source model as the initializa-
tion point. Other than initializing the target model from a relevant source domain,
in Chapter 9, we also study how to do active learning on top of a pre-trained deep
language model such as pre-trained deep bidirectional transformers (BERT).

1.1 Thesis Contributions

Training beyond instance labels

We investigate how to train neural models beyond instance labels and incor-
porate other types of resources into neural model training.

We propose a novel training method that can incorporate ontologies into
neural model training. Ontologies as prior domain knowledge can teach the model
which words should be semantically similar, so that their parameters should be
shared in the embedding space. Parameter sharing is a commonly used regulariza-
tion method for neural models, but it has been mainly used in computer vision as
way of model compression (Chen et al., 2015; Han et al., 2015). We are the first
to use domain knowledge to inductively bias the parameter sharing for neural NLP
models.
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We propose a novel neural model augmented with human rationales. We are
the first to incorporate rationales into neural models. Rationale-augmented neural
models can not only achieve strong predictive performance, but also provide ex-
plainations for their predictions at test time. Explainability is an important issue
with neural models, and we are the very early one studying this issue.

Transfer learning for multiple types of source data

Instead of transfer learning from a single source, we consider transfer learn-
ing from multiple types of source data. Simply mixing all the source data together
would ignore their diverse properties and their differences from the target. We de-
velop new methods that can better leverage various types of source data.

We propose a new fine-tuning approach that can better leverage multiple
pre-trained word embeddings. More specifically, we put independent regularization
strengths on each embedding. We show that this method works better than simply
mixing different embeddings.

We propose a new domain adaptation method for text sequence generation.
Rather than training a single model on the training data which contains various
written styles, our method can better separate different source styles and accord-
ingly generate better target appropriate style text.

Active Learning for neural models

Although there is much work on AL methods for general machine learning
models, we are the first one to develop AL methods specifically for representation
learning in neural NLP models. Representation learning is a unique process for
neural NLP models. Accordingly, our AL approach encourages more discrimina-
tive feature representation learning, so that higher layers can have better inputs.
This is fundamentally different than traditional ALs which might already have dis-
criminative features at hand. We show that our AL approach can induce more dis-
criminative word representations and thus results in higher accuracy.

Instead of doing AL from scratch, we also consider combining AL with
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transfer learning. We consider a scenario where we initialize the target model with
a pre-trained source model, and we propose a novel AL approach that selects target
instances that are maximally misaligned with source instances. We propose a novel
AL method on top of pre-trained deep language models. The method uses perplex-
ity of the pre-trained model on each unlabeled instance for data selection. We show
that AL on top of pre-trained deep language models can provide further gains than
using pre-trained models alone.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this section, we briefly review the basic neural models (Onal et al., 2018)
that we will use in later chapters, and then we illustrate the low supervision scenar-
ios.

2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been shown to work well for
text classification. We will use them extensively in the thesis, so in this section,
we elaborate on their details. A tokenized sentence can be converted to a sentence

matrix, the rows of which are word vectors for each token. These might be, e.g.,
outputs from trained word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b) or GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014) models. We denote the dimensionality of the word vectors by d. If the length
of a given sentence is s, then the dimensionality of the sentence matrix is s × d.1

Following Collobert and Weston (2008), we can then effectively treat the sentence
matrix as an ‘image’, and perform convolution on it via linear filters. In text ap-
plications there is inherent sequential structure to the data. Because rows represent
discrete symbols (namely, words), it is reasonable to use filters with widths equal
to the dimensionality of the word vectors (i.e., d). Thus we can simply vary the
‘height’ of the filter, i.e., the number of adjacent rows considered jointly. We will
refer to the height of the filter as its region size.

Suppose that there is a filter parameterized by the weight vector w with
region size h; w will contain h · d parameters to be estimated. We denote the
sentence matrix by A ∈ Rs×d, and use A[i : j] to represent the sub-matrix of A
from row i to row j. The output sequence o ∈ Rs−h+1 of the convolution operator

1We use the same zero-padding strategy as in (Kim, 2014).
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is obtained by repeatedly applying the filter on sub-matrices of A:

oi = w ·A[i : i+ h− 1], (2.1)

where i = 1 . . . s − h + 1, and · is the dot product between the sub-matrix and the
filter (a sum over element-wise multiplications). We add a bias term b ∈ R and an
activation function f to each oi, inducing the feature map c ∈ Rs−h+1 for this filter:

ci = f(oi + b). (2.2)

One may use multiple filters for the same region size to learn complementary fea-
tures from the same regions. One may also specify multiple kinds of filters with
different region sizes (i.e., ‘heights’).

The dimensionality of the feature map generated by each filter will vary as a
function of the sentence length and the filter region size. A pooling function is thus
applied to each feature map to induce a fixed-length vector. A common strategy
is 1-max pooling (Boureau et al., 2010), which extracts a scalar from each feature
map. Together, the outputs generated from each filter map can be concatenated
into a fixed-length, ‘top-level’ feature vector, which is then fed through a softmax
function to generate the final classification. At this softmax layer, one may apply
‘dropout’ (Hinton et al., 2012) as a means of regularization. This entails randomly
setting values in the weight vector to 0. One may also impose an l2 norm constraint,
i.e., linearly scale the l2 norm of the vector to a pre-specified threshold when it
exceeds this. Figure 2.1 provides a schematic illustrating the model architecture
just described.

For a sensitivity analysis of this CNN architecture and associated hyper-
parameters, we refer the reader to (Zhang and Wallace, 2015a).

2.2 Recurrent Neural Networks

Unlike CNNs, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are specialized to pro-
cessing sequential data. They read input symbols step by step, and generate output
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movie
very 
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!

2 feature 
maps for 

each 
region size 

6 univariate 
vectors

concatenated 
together to form a 

single feature 
vector

  Sentence matrix
           7 × 5

3 region sizes: (2,3,4)
2 filters for each region 
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convolution 

activation function

 1-max
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softmax function
regularization 
in this layer

d=5

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a CNN architecture for sentence classification. We depict
three filter region sizes: 2, 3 and 4, each of which has 2 filters. Filters perform
convolutions on the sentence matrix and generate (variable-length) feature maps; 1-
max pooling is performed over each map, i.e., the largest number from each feature
map is recorded. Thus a univariate feature vector is generated from all six maps,
and these 6 features are concatenated to form a feature vector for the penultimate
layer. The final softmax layer then receives this feature vector as input and uses it
to classify the sentence; here we assume binary classification and hence depict two
possible output states.

accordingly at each time step:

h(t) = f(h(t−1), x(t); θ) (2.3)
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where x is the input, and h denotes a hidden state. The output is predicted using h.
We depict a simple RNN in Figure 2.2. The problem of RNNs is that gradi-

ent propagated over many steps tend to vanish or explode, meaning that the mag-
nitude of the gradients become exponentially small or large, which makes it hard
to capture long dependencies sometimes (Pascanu et al., 2013). To overcome these
issues, people have developed various more sophisticated versions of RNNs. Two
popular variants that are widely used and have been shown to work well on differ-
ent tasks are Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
networks.

2.2.1 LSTM

LSTM is designed to allow the gradient to flow back for long durations by
introducing a self-loop on the so the called cell state S. The self-loop is controlled
by a forget gate:

f t = σ(Wfh
t−1 + Ufx

t + bf ) (2.4)

where σ is sigmoid function. Which cell state value will be updated is controlled
by an input gate:

it = σ(Wih
t−1 + Uix

t + bi) (2.5)

Then a new candidate cell state is calculated as:

Ŝt = tanh(WSh
t−1 +WSx

t + bS) (2.6)

The new cell state is the combination between the candidate cell state and the old
cell state, controlled by the forget gate and the input gate:

St = f tSt−1 + itŜt (2.7)

The hidden state or output vector is controlled by an output gate:

ot = σ(Woh
t−1 + Uox

t + bo) (2.8)
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The final hidden vector is:
ht = ot ∗ tanh(St) (2.9)

For the details and variants of LSTM, we refer to (Greff et al., 2017).

2.2.2 GRU

GRU simplifies LSTM by combining the forget and input gates into an up-
date gate:

zt = σ(Wzh
t−1 + Uzx

t + bz) (2.10)

ht = (1− zt)ht−1 + ztĥ
t (2.11)

where
ĥt = tanh(Wrtht−1 + Urx

t + b) (2.12)

and where rt is reset gate:

rt = σ(Wrh
t−1 + Urx

t + br) (2.13)

The details of GRU are described in (Cho et al., 2014).

Figure 2.2: Recurrent Neural Network
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2.2.3 Seq2seq

Sequence-to-sequence (Seq2seq) architecture is used to handle a pair of in-
put and output text, e.g., text summarization or headline generation (Rush et al.,
2015). It typically consists of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder reads into
text input and encodes it into a sequence of vectors. These vectors are then passed
to the decoder. The decoder then generates the output text step by step. We show
a simple example in Figure 2.3. This example is for text summarization, where the
encoder reads the article and the decoder then generates the summary for the article.
For the details of seq2seq, we refer to (Sutskever et al., 2014; Rush et al., 2015).
We will also elaborate it further in Chapter 6.

Figure 2.3: Sequence to Sequence Network

2.3 Low Supervision Scenarios

In this thesis, we consider neural NLP models under low supervision sce-
narios. Neural NLP models include the above mentioned CNN, RNN and seq2seq
models. We define low supervision as the case when we don’t have large scale
training labels for the task at hand. For example, when doing sentiment analysis,
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we don’t have access to industry level data size such as millions of available senti-
ment labels that Amazon could have.

Most of prior work on low supervision scenarios uses transfer learning or
domain adaptation (Glorot et al., 2011). Though there is not large scale labels for
the target task at hand, there could be a large amount of data from another relevant
task or domain. Rather than train the model on the target domain from scratch,
people typically first pre-train a model on the relevant domain. Since the relevant
domain contains enough data, the pre-trained model is assumed to be powerful.
Then this model is fine-tuned on the target domain. There are many variants on
pre-training and fine-tuning options (Mou et al., 2016), for example, people can
pr-train word embedding on a huge unlabeled corpus, and use the pre-trained word
embedding as a better initialization in the target model and fine-tune them during
later training; people also pre-train a whole network on the source domain, and later
only fine-tunes several top layers. For another example, in machine translation,
there is some low-resource language where there are not enough labels, people
pre-train the whole network on a richly annotated pair like English and French,
and directly adapt this model to the low-resource pair (Wu et al., 2016b). Most
recently, people pre-train a deep language model on large corpus that could capture
the context information in text, and then fine-tune the language model for specific
tasks. This kind of method has achieved state of the art performance across multiple
NLP tasks (Howard and Ruder, 2018a; Devlin et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018).
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Chapter 3

Neural Models Augmented with Human Rationales

3.1 Chapter Overview

When human annotators label training data, they could also provide ratio-
nales that support their labels without too much extra cost (Zaidan et al., 2007). In
this way, the model could not only utilize the direct training labels, but also lever-
age these additional rationales that can potentially augment the training. Specifi-
cally when collecting labels for long document classification, annotators can pro-
vide which sentences in the document support their annotations.

In this chapter, we present a new CNN model for text classification that
jointly exploits labels on documents and their constituent sentences (Zhang et al.,
2016a)1. Specifically, we consider scenarios in which annotators explicitly mark
sentences (or snippets) that support their overall document categorization, i.e., they
provide rationales. Our model exploits such supervision via a hierarchical approach
in which each document is represented by a linear combination of the vector repre-
sentations of its component sentences. We propose a sentence-level convolutional
model that estimates the probability that a given sentence is a rationale, and we
then scale the contribution of each sentence to the aggregate document represen-
tation in proportion to these estimates. Experiments on five classification datasets
that have document labels and associated rationales demonstrate that our approach
consistently outperforms strong baselines. Moreover, our model naturally provides
explanations for its predictions.

Specific contributions of this chapter as follows. (1) This is the first work to
incorporate rationales into neural models for text classification. (2) Empirically, we
show that the proposed model uniformly outperforms relevant baseline approaches

1Ye Zhang, Iain Marshall and Byron Wallace. 2016. Rationale-augmented convolutional neural
networks for text classification. In Proceedings of the Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural
Language Processing. I proposed the idea, wrote the code, and wrote the paper.
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across five datasets, including previously proposed models that capitalize on ra-
tionales (Zaidan et al., 2007; Marshall et al., 2016) and multiple baseline CNN
variants, including a CNN equipped with an attention mechanism. We also report
state-of-the-art results on the important task of automatically assessing the risks of
bias in the studies described in full-text biomedical articles (Marshall et al., 2016).
(3) Our model naturally provides explanations for its predictions, providing inter-
pretability.

3.2 Prior Work

3.2.1 Exploiting rationales

In long documents the importance of sentences varies; some are more cen-
tral than others. Prior work has investigated methods to measure the relative im-
portance sentences (Ko et al., 2002; Murata et al., 2000). In this work we adopt a
particular view of sentence importance in the context of document classification. In
particular, we assume that documents comprise sentences that directly support their
categorization. We call such sentences rationales.

The notion of rationales was first introduced by Zaidan et al. (2007). To har-
ness these for classification, they proposed modifying the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) objective function to encode a preference for parameter values that result
in instances containing manually annotated rationales being more confidently clas-
sified than ‘pseudo’-instances from which these rationales had been stripped. This
approach dramatically outperformed baseline SVM variants that do not exploit such
rationales. Yessenalina et al. (2010) later developed an approach to generate ratio-
nales.

Another line of related work concerns models that capitalize on dual super-

vision, i.e., labels on individual features. This work has largely involved inserting
constraints into the learning process that favor parameter values that align with a

priori feature-label affinities or rankings (Druck et al., 2008; Mann and McCallum,
2010; Small et al., 2011; Settles, 2011). We do not discuss this line of work fur-
ther here, as our focus is on exploiting provided rationales, rather than individual
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labeled features.

3.3 Rationale Augmented Neural Models

We now move to the main contribution of this work: a rationale-augmented
CNN for text classification. We first introduce a simple variant of the CNN (Section
2.1) that models document structure (Section 3.3.1) and then introduce a means of
incorporating rationale-level supervision into this model (Section 3.3.2). In Sec-
tion 3.3.3 we discuss connections to attention mechanisms and describe a baseline
equipped with one, inspired by Yang et al. (2016).

3.3.1 Modeling Document Structure

Recall that rationales are snippets of text marked as having supported document-
level categorizations. We aim to develop a model that can exploit these annotations
during training to improve classification. Here we achieve this by developing a
hierarchical model that estimates the probabilities of individual sentences being ra-
tionales and uses these estimates to inform the document level classification.

As a first step, we extend the CNN model above to explicitly account for
document structure. Specifically, we apply a CNN to each individual sentence in
a document to obtain sentence vectors independently. We then sum the respective
sentence vectors to create a document vector.2 As before, we add a softmax layer
on top of the document-level vector to perform classification. We perform regular-
ization by applying dropout both on the individual sentence vectors and the final
document vector. We will refer to this model as Doc-CNN. Doc-CNN forms the
basis for our novel approach, described below.

3.3.2 RA-CNN

In this section we present the Rationale-Augmented CNN (RA-CNN). Briefly,
RA-CNN induces a document-level vector representation by taking a weighted sum

2We also experimented with taking the average of sentence vectors, but summing performed
better in informal testing.
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of its constituent sentence vectors. Each sentence weight is set to reflect the es-
timated probability that it is a rationale in support of the most likely class. We
provide a schematic of this model in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of our proposed Rationale-Augmented Convolution Neural
Network (RA-CNN). The sentences comprising a text are passed through a sentence
model that outputs probabilities encoding the likelihood that sentences are neutral
or a (positive or negative) rationale. Sentences likely to be rationales are given
higher weights in the global document vector, which is the input to the document
model.

RA-CNN capitalizes on both sentence- and document-level supervision. There
are thus two steps in the training phase: sentence level training and document level

training. For the former, we apply a CNN to each sentence j in document i to ob-
tain sentence vectors xijsen. We then add a softmax layer parametrized by Wsen; this
takes as input sentence vectors. We fit this model to maximize the probabilities of
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the observed rationales:

p(yijsen = k; E,C,Wsen) =
exp(W(k)T

sen xijsen)∑Ksen
k=1 exp(W(k)T

sen xijsen)
(3.1)

Where yijsen denotes the rationale label for sentence j in document i, Ksen denotes
the number of possible classes for sentences, E denotes the word embedding ma-
trix, C denotes the convolution layer parameters, and Wsen is a matrix of weights
(comprising one weight vector per sentence class).

In our setting, each sentence has three possible labels (Ksen = 3). When a
rationale sentence appears in a positive document,3 it is a positive rationale; when
a rationale sentence appears in a negative document, it is a negative rationale. All
other sentences belong to a third, neutral class: these are non-rationales. We also
experimented with having only two sentence classes: rationales and non-rationales,
but this did not perform as well as explicitly maintaining separate classes for ratio-
nales of different polarities.

We train an estimator using the provided rationale annotations, optimizing
over {E,C,Wsen} to minimize the categorical cross-entropy of sentence labels.
Once trained, this sub-model can provide conditional probability estimates regard-
ing whether a given sentence is a positive or a negative rationale, which we will
denote by ppos and pneg, respectively.

We next train the document-level classification model. The inputs to this
are vector representations of documents, induced by summing over constituent sen-
tence vectors, as in Doc-CNN. However, in the RA-CNN model this is a weighted
sum. Specifically, weights are set to the estimated probabilities that corresponding
sentences are rationales in the most likely direction. More precisely:

xidoc =

Ni∑
j=1

xijsen ·max{pijpos, p
ij
neg} (3.2)

Where Ni is the number of sentences in the ith document. The intuition is that sen-
3All of the document classification tasks we consider here are binary, although extension of our

model to multi-class scenarios is straight-forward.
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tences likely to be rationales will have greater influence on the resultant document
vector representation, while the contribution of neutral sentences (which are less
relevant to the classification task) will be minimized.

The final classification is performed by a softmax layer parameterized by
Wdoc; the inputs to this layer are the document vectors. The Wdoc parameters are
trained using the document-level labels, yidoc:

p(yidoc = k;E,C,Wdoc) =
exp(W

(k)T
doc xidoc)∑Kdoc

k=1 exp(W
(k)T
doc xidoc)

(3.3)

where Kdoc is the cardinality of the document label set. We optimize over parame-
ters to minimize cross-entropy loss (w.r.t. the document labels).

We note that the sentence- and document-level models share word embed-
dings E and convolution layer parameters C, but the document-level model has its
own softmax parameters Wdoc. When training the document-level model, E, C and
Wdoc are fit, but we hold Wsen fixed.

The above two-step strategy can be equivalently described as follows. We
first estimate E, C and Wsen, which parameterize our model for identifying ratio-
nales in documents. We then move to fitting our document classification model. For
this we initialize the word embedding and convolution parameters to the E and C

estimates from the preceding step. We then directly minimize the document level
classification objective, tuning E and C and simultaneously fitting Wdoc.

Note that this sequential training strategy differs from the alternating train-
ing approach commonly used in multi-task learning (Collobert and Weston, 2008).
We found that the latter approach does not work well here, leading us to instead
adopt the cascade-like feature learning approach (Collobert and Weston, 2008) just
described.

One nice property of our model is that it naturally provides explanations
for its predictions: the model identifies rationales and then categorizes documents
informed by these. Thus if the model classifies a test instance as positive, then by
construction the sentences associated with the highest pijpos estimates are those that
the model relied on most in coming to this disposition. These sentences can of
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course be output in conjunction with the prediction. We provide concrete examples
of this in Section 3.6.2.

3.3.3 Rationales as ‘Supervised Attention’

One may view RA-CNN as a supervised variant of a model equipped with
an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014). On this view, it is apparent that
rather than capitalizing on rationales directly, we could attempt to let the model
learn which sentences are important, using only the document labels. We therefore
construct an additional baseline that does just this, thereby allowing us to assess the
impact of learning directly from rationale-level supervision.

Following the recent work of (Yang et al., 2016), we first posit for each sen-
tence vector a hidden representation uijsen. We then define a sentence-level context

vector us, which we multiply with each uijsen to induce a weight αij . Finally, the
document vector is taken as a weighted sum over sentence vectors, where weights
reflect α’s. We have:

uijsen = tanh(Wsx
ij
sen + bs) (3.4)

αij =
exp(uTs u

ij
sen)∑Ni

j exp(uTs u
ij
sen)

(3.5)

xidoc =

Ni∑
j

αijx
ij
sen (3.6)

where xidoc again denotes the document vector fed into a softmax layer, and Ws, us
and bs are learned during training. We will refer to this attention-based method as
AT-CNN.

3.4 Datasets

We used five text classification datasets to evaluate our approach in total.
Four of these are biomedical text classification datasets (3.4.1) and the last is a
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collection of movie reviews (3.4.2). These datasets share the property of having
recorded rationales associated with each document categorization. We summarize
attributes of all datasets used in this work in Table 3.1.

3.4.1 Risk of Bias (RoB) Datasets

We used a collection Risk of Bias (RoB) text classification datasets, de-
scribed at length elsewhere (Marshall et al., 2016). Briefly, the task concerns assess-
ing the reliability of the evidence presented in full-text biomedical journal articles
that describe the conduct and results of randomized controlled trials (RCTs). This
involves, e.g., assessing whether or not patients were properly blinded as to whether
they were receiving an active treatment or a comparator (such as a placebo). If such
blinding is not done correctly, it compromises the study by introducing statistical
bias into the treatment efficacy estimate(s) derived from the trial.

A formal system for making bias assessments is codified by the Cochrane
Risk of Bias Tool (Higgins et al., 2011). This tool defines multiple domains; the
risk of bias may be assessed in each of these. We consider four domains here. (1)
Random sequence generation (RSG): were patients were assigned to treatments in
a truly random fashion? (2) Allocation concealment (AC): were group assignments
revealed to the person assigning patients to groups (so that she may have knowingly
or unknowingly) influenced these assignments? (3) Blinding of Participants and
Personnel (BPP): were all trial participants and individuals involved in running the
trial blinded as to who was receiving which treatment? (4) Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (BOA): were the parties who measured the outcome(s) of interest blinded
to the intervention group assignments? These assessments are somewhat subjective.
To increase transparency, researchers performing RoB assessment therefore record
rationales (sentences from articles) supporting their assessments.

3.4.2 Movie Review Dataset

We also ran experiments on a movie review (MR) dataset with accompany-
ing rationales. Pang and Lee (2004) developed and published the original version of
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N #sen #token #rat
RSG 8399 300 9.92 0.31
AC 11512 297 9.87 0.15
BPP 7997 296 9.95 0.21
BOA 2706 309 9.92 0.2
MR 1800 32.6 21.2 8.0

Table 3.1: Dataset characteristics. N is the number of instances, #sen is the aver-
age sentence count, #token is the average token per-sentence count and #rat is the
average number of rationales per document.

this dataset, which comprises 1000 positive and 1000 negative movie reviews from
the Internet Movie Database (IMDB).4 Zaidan et al. (2007) then augmented this
dataset by adding rationales corresponding to the binary classifications for 1800
documents, leaving the remaining 200 for testing. Because 200 documents is a
modest test sample size, we ran 9-fold cross validation on the 1800 annotated docu-
ments (each fold comprising 200 documents). The rationales, as originally marked
in this dataset, were sub-sentential snippets; for the purposes of our model, we con-
sidered the entire sentences containing the marked snippets as rationales.

3.5 Experimental Setup

3.5.1 Baselines

We compare against several baselines to assess the advantages of directly
incorporating rationale-level supervision into the proposed CNN architecture. We
describe these below.
SVMs. We evaluated a few variants of linear Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
These rely on sparse representations of text. We consider variants that exploit uni-
and bi-grams; we refer to these as uni-SVM and bi-SVM, respectively. We also re-
implemented the rationale augmented SVM (RA-SVM) proposed by Zaidan et al.
(2007), described in Section 4.2.

For the RoB dataset, we also compare to a recently proposed multi-task

4http://www.imdb.com/
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SVM (MT-SVM) model developed specifically for these RoB datasets (Marshall et
al., 2015, 2016). This model exploits the intuition that the risks of bias across the
domains codified in the aforementioned Cochrane RoB tool will likely be corre-
lated. That is, if we know that a study exhibits a high risk of bias for one domain,
then it seems reasonable to assume it is at an elevated risk for the remaining do-
mains. Furthermore, Marshall et al. (2016) include rationale-level supervision by
first training a (multi-task) sentence-level model to identify sentences likely to sup-
port RoB assessments in the respective domains. Special features extracted from
these predicted rationales are then activated in the document-level model, inform-
ing the final classification. This model is the state-of-the-art on this task.
CNNs. We compare against several baseline CNN variants to demonstrate the ad-
vantages of our approach. We emphasize that our focus in this work is not to explore
how to induce generally ‘better’ document vector representations – this question has
been addressed at length elsewhere, e.g., (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Jozefowicz et al.,
2015; Tang et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016).

Rather, the main contribution here is an augmentation of CNNs for text clas-
sification to capitalize on rationale-level supervision, thus improving performance
and enhancing interpretability. This informed our choice of baseline CNN vari-
ants: standard CNN (Kim, 2014), Doc-CNN (described above) and AT-CNN (also
described above) that capitalizes on an (unsupervised) attention mechanism at the
sentence level, described in Section 3.3.3.5

3.5.2 Implementation/Hyper-Parameter Details

Sentence splitting. To split the documents from all datasets into sentences for con-
sumption by our Doc-CNN and RA-CNN models, we used the Natural Language
Toolkit (NLTK)6 sentence splitter.
SVM-based models. We kept the 50,000 most frequently occurring features in each

5We also experimented briefly with LSTM and GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) models, but found
that simple CNN performed better than these. Moreover, CNNs are relatively robust and less sensi-
tive to hyper-parameter selection.

6http://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html
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Method RSG AC BPP BOA
Uni-SVM 72.16 72.81 72.80 65.85
Bi-SVM 74.82 73.62 75.13 67.29
RA-SVM 72.54 74.11 75.15 66.29
MT-SVM 76.15 74.03 76.33 67.50
CNN 72.50 (72.22, 72.65) 72.16 (71.49, 72.93) 75.03 (74.16, 75.44) 63.76 (63.12, 64.15)
Doc-CNN 72.60 (72.43, 72.90) 72.92 (72.19, 73.48) 74.24 (74.03, 74.38) 63.64 (63.23, 64.37)
AT-CNN 74.14 (73.40, 74.58) 73.66 (73.12, 73.92) 74.29 (74.09, 74.74) 63.34 (63.21, 63.49)
RA-CNN 77.42 (77.33, 77.59) 76.14 (75.89, 76.29) 76.47 (76.15, 76.75) 69.67 (69.33, 69.93)
Human 85.00 80.00 78.10 83.20

Table 3.2: Accuracies on the four RoB datasets. Uni-SVM: unigram SVM, Bi-
SVM: Bigram SVM, RA-SVM: Rationale-augmented SVM (Zaidan et al., 2007),
MT-SVM: a multi-task SVM model specifically designed for the RoB task, which
also exploits the available sentence supervision (Marshall et al., 2016). We also
report an estimate of human-level performance, as calculated using subsets of the
data for each domain that were assessed by two experts (one was arbitrarily as-
sumed to be correct). We report these numbers for reference; they are not directly
comparable to the cross-fold estimates reported for the models.

dataset. For estimation we used SGD. We tuned theC hyper-parameter using nested
development sets. For the RA-SVM, we additionally tuned the µ and Ccontrast

parameters, as per (Zaidan et al., 2007).
CNN-based models. For all models and datasets we initialized word embeddings to
pre-trained vectors fit via Word2Vec. For the movie reviews dataset these were 300-
dimensional and trained on Google News.7 For the RoB datasets, these were 200-
dimensional and trained on biomedical texts in PubMed/PubMed Central (Pyysalo
et al., 2013).8

Training proceeded as follows. We first extracted all sentences from all
documents in the training data. The distribution of sentence types is highly im-
balanced (nearly all are neutral). Therefore, we downsampled sentences before
each epoch, so that sentence classes were equally represented. After training on
sentence-level supervision, we moved to document-level model fitting. For this we
initialized embedding and convolution layer parameters to the estimates from the
preceding sentence-level training step (though these were further tuned to optimize
the document-level objective).

7https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
8http://bio.nlplab.org/
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For RA-CNN, we tuned the dropout rate (range: 0-.9) applied at the sentence
vector level on each training fold (using a subset of the training data as a validation
set) during the document level training phase. Anecdotally, we found this has a
greater effect than the other model hyperparameters, which we thus set after a small
informal process of experimentation on a subset of the data. Specifically, we fixed
the dropout rate at the document level to 0.5, and we used 3 different filter heights:
3, 4 and 5, following (Zhang and Wallace, 2015b). For each filter height, we used
100 feature maps for the baseline CNN, and 20 for all the other CNN variants.

For parameter estimation we used ADADELTA (Zeiler, 2012a), mini-batches
of size 50, and an early stopping strategy (using a validation set).

3.6 Results and Discussion

3.6.1 Quantitative Results

For all CNN models, we replicated experiments 5 times, where each replica-
tion constituted 5-fold and 9-fold CV respectively the RoB and the movies datasets,
respectively. We report the mean and observed ranges in accuracy across these 5
replications for these models, because attributes of the model (notably, dropout)
and the estimation procedure render model fitting stochastic (Zhang and Wallace,
2015b). We do not report ranges for SVM-based models because the variance in-
herent in the estimation procedure is much lower for these simpler, linear models.

Results on the RoB datasets and the movies dataset are shown in Tables 3.2
and Table 3.3, respectively. RA-CNN consistently outperforms all of the baseline
models, across all five datasets. We also observe that CNN/Doc-CNN do not neces-
sarily improve over the results achieved by SVM-based models, which prove to be
strong baselines for longer document classification. This differs from previous com-
parisons in the context of classifying shorter texts. In particular, in previous work
(Zhang and Wallace, 2015b) we observed that CNN outperforms SVM uniformly
on sentence classification tasks (the average sentence-length in these datasets was
about 10). In contrast, in the datasets we consider in the present paper, documents
often comprise hundreds of sentences, each in turn containing multiple words. We
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Method Accuracy
Uni-SVM 86.44
Bi-SVM 86.94
RA-SVM 88.89
CNN 85.59 (85.27, 86.17)
Doc-CNN 87.14 (86.70, 87.60)
AT-CNN 86.69 (86.28, 87.17)
RA-CNN 90.43 (90.11, 91.00)

Table 3.3: Accuracies on the movie review dataset.

believe that it is in these cases that explicitly modeling which sentences are most
important will result in the greatest performance gains, and this aligns with our
empirical results.

Another observation is that AT-CNN does often improve performance over
vanilla variants of CNN (i.e., without attention), especially on the RoB datasets,
probably because these comprise longer documents. However, as one might expect,
RA-CNN clearly outperforms AT-CNN by exploiting rationale-level supervision di-
rectly. And by exploiting rationale information directly, RA-CNN is able to con-
sistently perform better than baseline CNN and SVM model variants. Indeed, we
find that RA-CNN outperformed MT-SVM on all of the RoB datasets, and this was
accomplished without exploiting cross-domain correlations (i.e., without multi-task
learning).

Although RA-CNN is consistently better than the other CNNs with same
amount of document labels, it also incurs extra labeling efforts on rationales. Zaidan
et al. (2007) claims that labeling both the documents and their rationales might
cause at lease twice as much time as labeling only documents. A more fair compar-
ison between RA-CNN and baselines should be with same amount of human label-
ing efforts (with baseline CNNs having more annotated document labels). This is
left to future exploration.

3.6.2 Qualitative Results: Illustrative Rationales

In addition to realizing superior classification performance, RA-CNN also
provides explainable categorizations. The model can provide the highest scoring
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rationales (ranked by max{ppos, pneg}) for any given target instance, which in turn –
by construction – are those that most influenced the final document classification.

For example, a sample positive rationale supporting a correct designation of
a study as being at low risk of bias with respect to blinding of outcomes assess-
ment reads simply The study was performed double blind. An example rationale
extracted for a study (correctly) deemed at high risk of bias, meanwhile, reads as

the present study is retrospective, there is a risk that the woman did not properly

recall how and what they experienced ....
Turning to the movie reviews dataset, an example rationale extracted from a

glowing review of ‘Goodfellas’ (correctly classified as positive) reads this cinematic

gem deserves its rightful place among the best films of 1990s. While a rationale
extracted from an unfavorable review of ‘The English Patient’ asserts that the only

redeeming qualities about this film are the fine acting of Fiennes and Dafoe and the

beautiful desert cinematography.
In each of these cases, the extracted rationales directly support the respective

classifications. This provides direct, meaningful insight into the automated classifi-
cations, an important benefit for neural models, which are often seen as opaque.

3.7 Chapter Summary

We developed a new model (RA-CNN) for text classification that extends
the CNN architecture to directly exploit rationales when available. We showed
that this model outperforms several strong, relevant baselines across five datasets,
including vanilla and hierarchical CNN variants, and a CNN model equipped with
an attention mechanism. Moreover, RA-CNN automatically provides explanations
for classifications made at test time, thus providing interpretability.

Moving forward, we plan to explore additional mechanisms for exploiting
supervision at lower levels in neural architectures. Furthermore, we believe an
alternative approach may be a hybrid of the AT-CNN and RA-CNN models, wherein
an auxiliary loss might be incurred when the attention mechanism output disagrees
with the available direct supervision on sentences.
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Chapter 4

Neural Models Augmented with Ontologies

4.1 Chapter Overview

When the training size is not big enough, neural models often suffer from
overfitting. One of the most effective approaches to overcome this issue is intro-
ducing some bias into the model, e.g., regularization. Most often, these bias are
totally random without any prior domain knowledge. However, in practice this
often means ignoring existing external linguistic resources, e.g., WordNet or do-
main specific ontologies such as the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS).
In this chapter, we propose a general, novel method for exploiting such resources
via weight sharing (Zhang et al., 2017b)1. Prior work on weight sharing in neural
networks has considered it largely as a means of model compression. In contrast,
we treat weight sharing as a flexible mechanism for incorporating prior knowledge
into neural models.

We propose exploiting the feature-hashing trick, originally proposed as a
means of neural network compression (Chen et al., 2015). Here we instead view
the partial parameter sharing induced by feature hashing as a flexible mechanism
for tying together network node weights that we believe to be similar a priori. In
effect, this acts as a regularizer that constrains the model to learn weights that agree
with the domain knowledge codified in external resources like ontologies.

More specifically, as external resources we use Brown clusters (Brown et al.,
1992), WordNet (Miller, 1995) and the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
(Bodenreider, 2004). From these we derive groups of words with similar meaning.
We then use feature hashing to share a subset of weights between the embeddings
of words that belong to the same semantic group(s). This forces the model to re-

1Ye Zhang, Matthew Lease and Byron Wallace. 2017. Exploiting Domain Knowledge via
Grouped Weight Sharing with Application to Text Categorization. In Proceedings of Association
for Computational Linguistics. I proposed the idea, implemented the idea and wrote the paper.
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Figure 4.1: An example of grouped partial weight sharing. Here there are two
groups. We stochastically select embedding weights to be shared between words
belonging to the same group(s).

spect prior domain knowledge, insofar as words similar under a given ontology are
compelled to have similar embeddings.

Our contribution is a novel, simple and flexible method for injecting do-
main knowledge into neural models via stochastic weight sharing. Results on seven
diverse classification tasks (three sentiment and four biomedical) show that our
method consistently improves performance over (1) baselines that fail to capitalize
on domain knowledge, and (2) an approach that uses retrofitting (?) as a prepro-
cessing step to encode domain knowledge prior to training.

4.2 Prior Work

Exploiting Linguistic Resources. A potential drawback to learning from scratch
in end-to-end neural models is a failure to capitalize on existing knowledge sources.
There have been efforts to exploit such resources specifically to induce better word
vectors (Yu and Dredze, 2014; Faruqui et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2014).
But these models do not attempt to exploit external resources jointly during training
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for a particular downstream task (which uses word embeddings as inputs), as we do
here.

Past work on sparse linear models has shown the potential of exploiting lin-
guistic knowledge in statistical NLP models. For example, Yogatama and Smith
(2014) used external resources to inform structured, grouped regularization of log-
linear text classification models, yielding improvements over standard regulariza-
tion approaches. Elsewhere, Doshi-Velez et al. (2015)proposed a variant of LDA
that exploits a priori known tree-structured relations between tokens (e.g., derived
from the UMLS) in topic modeling.
Weight-sharing in NNs. Recent work has considered stochastically sharing weights
in neural models. Notably, Chen et al. (2015). proposed randomly sharing weights
in neural networks. Elsewhere, Han et al. (2015) proposed quantized weight shar-
ing as an intermediate step in their deep compression model. In these works, the
primary motivation was model compression, whereas here we view the hashing trick
as a mechanism to encode domain knowledge.

4.3 Weight Sharing in Embedding Space

We incorporate similarity relations codified in existing resources (here de-
rived from Brown clusters, SentiWordNet and the UMLS) as prior knowledge in
a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).2 To achieve this we construct a shared
embedding matrix such that words known a priori to be similar are constrained to
share some fraction of embedding weights.

Concretely, suppose we have N groups of words derived from an external
resource. Note that one could derive such groups in several ways; e.g., using the
synsets in SentiWordNet. We denote groups by {g1, g2, ..., gN}. Each group is
associated with an embedding ggi , which we initialize by averaging the pre-trained
embeddings of each word in the group.

To exploit both grouped and independent word weights, we adopt a two-

2The idea of sharing weights to reflect known similarity is general and could be applied with
other neural architectures.
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channel CNN model (Zhang et al., 2016b). The embedding matrix of the first chan-
nel is initialized with pre-trained word vectors. We denote this input by Ep ∈ RV×d

(V is the vocabulary size and d the dimension of the word embeddings). The sec-
ond channel input matrix is initialized with our proposed weight-sharing embedding
Es ∈ RV×d. Es is initialized by drawing from both Ep and the external resource
following the process we describe below.

Given an input text sequence of length l, we construct sequence embedding
representations Wp ∈ Rl×d and Ws ∈ Rl×d using the corresponding embedding
matrices. We then apply independent sets of linear convolution filters on these
two matrices. Each filter will generate a feature map vector v ∈ Rl−h+1 (h is the
filter height). We perform 1-max pooling over each v, extracting one scalar per
feature map. Finally, we concatenate scalars from all of the feature maps (from
both channels) into a feature vector which is fed to a softmax function to predict the
label (Figure 4.2).

We initialize Es as follows. Each row ei ∈ Rd of Es is the embedding of
word i. Words may belong to one or more groups. A mapping function G(i) re-
trieves the groups that word i belongs to, i.e.,G(i) returns a subset of {g1, g2, ..., gN},
which we denote by {g(i)1 , g

(i)
2 ...g

(i)
K }, where K is the number of groups that con-

tain word i. To initialize Es, for each dimension j of each word embedding ei,
we use a hash function hi to map (hash) the index j to one of the K group IDs:
hi : N→ {g(i)1 , g

(i)
2 ...g

(i)
K }. Following (Weinberger et al., 2009; Shi et al., 2009), we

use a second hash function b to remove bias induced by hashing. This is a signing
function, i.e., it maps (i, j) tuples to {+1,−1}.3 We then set ei,j to the product of
ghi(j),j and b(i, j). h and b are both approximately uniform hash functions. Algo-
rithm 1 provides the full initialization procedure.

For illustration, consider Figure 4.1. Here g1 contains three words: good,
nice and amazing, while g2 has two words: good and interesting. The group em-
beddings gg1 , gg2 are initialized as averages over the pre-trained embeddings of the
words they comprise. Here, embedding parameters e1,1 and e2,1 are both mapped
to gg1,1, and thus share this value. Similarly, e1,3 and e2,3 will share value at gg1,3.

3Empirically, we found that using this signing function does not affect performance.
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Figure 4.2: Proposed two-channel model. The first channel input is a standard
pre-trained embedding matrix. The second channel receives a partially shared em-
bedding matrix constructed using external linguistic resources.
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Algorithm 1 Initialization of Es

1: for i in {1, . . . , V } do
2: {g(i)1 , g

(i)
2 , . . . , g

(i)
K } := G(i).

3: for j ∈ {1, . . . , d} do
4: ei,j := ghi(j),j · b(i, j)
5: end for
6: end for=0

We have elided the second hash function b from this figure for simplicity.
During training, we update Ep as usual using back-propagation (Rumelhart

et al., 1986). We update Es and group embeddings g in a manner similar to (Chen
et al., 2015). In the forward propagation before each training step (mini-batch), we
derive the value of ei,j from g:

ei,j := ghi(j),j ∗ b(i, j) (4.1)

We use this newly updated ei,j to perform forward propagation in the CNN.
During backward propagation, we first compute the gradient of Es, and then

we use this to derive the gradient w.r.t gs. To do this, for each dimension j in ggk ,
we aggregate the gradients w.r.t Es whose elements are mapped to this dimension:

∇ggk,j :=
∑
(i,j)

∇Es
i,j · δhi(j)=gk · b(i, j) (4.2)

where δhi(j)=gk = 1 when hi(j) = gk, and 0 otherwise. Each training step involves
executing Equations 4.1 and 4.2. Once the shared gradient is calculated, gradient
descent proceeds as usual. We update all parameters aside from the shared weights
in the standard way.

The number of parameters in our approach scales linearly with the number
of channels. But the gradients can actually be back-propagated in a distributed way
for each channel, since the convolutional and embedding layers are independent
across these. Thus training time scales approximately linearly with the number of
parameters in one channel (if the gradient is back-propagated in a distributed way).
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total #instances vocabulary size #positive instances #negative instances
MR 10662 18765 5331 5331
CR 3773 5340 2406 1367

MPQA 10604 6246 3311 7293
AN 5653 5554 653 5000
CL 8288 3684 768 7520
ST 3464 2965 173 3291
PB 4749 3086 243 4506

Table 4.1: Corpora statistics.

4.4 Experimental Setup

4.4.1 Datasets

We use three sentiment datasets: a movie review (MR) dataset (Pang and
Lee, 2005a)4; a customer review (CR) dataset (Hu and Liu, 2004)5; and an opinion
dataset (MPQA) (Wiebe et al., 2005)6.

We also use four biomedical datasets, which concern systematic reviews.
The task here is to classify published articles describing clinical trials as relevant

or not to a well-specified clinical question. Articles deemed relevant are included
in the corresponding review, which is a synthesis of all pertinent evidence (Wal-
lace et al., 2010). We use data from reviews that concerned: clopidogrel (CL) for
cardiovascular conditions (Dahabreh et al., 2013); biomarkers for assessing iron de-
ficiency in anemia (AN) experienced by patients with kidney disease (Chung et al.,
2012); statins (ST) (Cohen et al., 2006); and proton beam (PB) therapy (Terasawa
et al., 2009).

4.4.2 Implementation Details and Baselines

We use SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010)7 for the sentiment tasks.
SentiWordNet assigns to each synset of wordnet three sentiment scores: positivity,

4www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
5www.cs.uic.edu/˜liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html
6mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/corpora/mpqa_corpus/
7sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it
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negativity and objectivity, constrained to sum to 1. We keep only the synsets with
positivity or negativity scores greater than 0, i.e., we remove synsets deemed objec-
tive. The synsets in SentiWordNet constitute our groups. We also use the Brown
clustering algorithm8 on the three sentiment datasets. We generate 1000 clusters
and treat each as a group.

For the biomedical datasets, we use the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
terms9 attached to each abstract to classify them. Each MeSH term has a tree num-
ber indicating the path from the root in the UMLS. For example, ‘Alagille Syn-
drome’ has tree number ‘C06.552.150.125’; periods denote tree splits, numbers are
nodes. We induce groups comprising MeSH terms that share the same first three
parent nodes, e.g., all terms with ‘C06.552.150’ as their tree number prefix consti-
tute one group.

We compare our approach to several baselines. All use pre-trained embed-
dings to initialize Ep, but we explore several approaches to exploiting Es: (1) ran-
domly initialize Es; (2) initialize Es to reflect the group embedding g, but do not
share weights during the training process, i.e., do not constrain their weights to be
equal when we perform back-propagation; (3) use linguistic resources to retro-fit

(Faruqui et al., 2014) the pre-trained embeddings, and use these to initialize Es. For
retro-fitting, we first construct a graph derived from SentiWordNet. Then we run
belief-propagation on the graph to encourage linked words to have similar vectors.
This is a pre-processing step only; we do not impose weight sharing constraints
during training.

For the sentiment datasets we use three filter heights (3,4,5) for each of the
two CNN channels. For the biomedical datasets, we use only one filter height (1),
because the inputs are unstructured MeSH terms.10 In both cases we use 100 fil-
ters of each unique height. For the sentiment datasets, we use Google word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013a)11 to initialize Ep. For the biomedical datasets, we use

8github.com/percyliang/brown-cluster
9www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/disted/meshtutorial/

10For this work we are ignoring title and abstract texts.
11code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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word2vec trained on biomedical texts (Moen and Ananiadou, 2013)12 to initial-
ize Ep. For parameter estimation, we use Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012b). Because the
biomedical datasets are imbalanced, we use downsampling (Zhang et al., 2016a;
Zhang and Wallace, 2015a) to effectively train on balanced subsets of the data.

We developed our approach using the MR sentiment dataset, tuning our ap-
proach to constructing groups from the available resources – experiments on other
sentiment datasets were run after we finalized the model and hyperparameters. Sim-
ilarly, we used the anemia (AN) review as a development set for the biomedical
tasks, especially w.r.t. constructing groups from MeSH terms using UMLS.

4.5 Results

We replicate each experiment five times (each is a 10-fold cross validation),
and report the mean (min, max) across these replications. Results on the sentiment
and biomedical corpora in are presented in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.13 These
exploit different external resources to induce the word groupings that in turn inform
weight sharing. We report AUC for the biomedical datasets because these are highly
imbalanced (see Table 4.1).

Our method improves performance compared to all relevant baselines (in-
cluding an approach that also exploits external knowledge via retrofitting) in six of
seven cases. Informing weight initialization using external resources improves per-
formance independently, but additional gains are realized by also enforcing sharing
during training.

We note that our aim here is not necessarily to achieve state-of-art results on
any given dataset, but rather to evaluate the proposed method for incorporating ex-
ternal linguistic resources into neural models via weight sharing. We have therefore
compared to baselines that enable us to assess this.

12bio.nlplab.org/
13Sentiment task results are not directly comparable to prior work due to different preprocessing

steps.
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Method MR CR MPQA
p only 81.02 (80.84,81.24) 84.34 (84.21,84.53) 89.41 (89.22,89.58)
p + r 81.25 (81.19,81.32) 84.33 (84.24,84.38) 89.63 (89.58,89.71)

p + retro 81.35 (81.23,81.51) 84.16 (84.09,84.28) 89.61 (89.48,89.77)
p + S (no sharing) 81.39 (81.32,81.43) 84.13 (84.06,84.21) 89.71 (89.67,89.75)
p + B (no sharing) 81.50 (81.29,81.63) 84.60 (84.53,84.66) 89.57 (89.52,89.61)

p + S (sharing) 81.69 (81.60,81.78) 84.34 (84.24,84.43) 89.84 (89.74,90.13)
p + B (sharing) 81.83 (81.80,81.87) 84.68 (84.64,84.72) 89.97 (89.74,90.13)

Table 4.2: Accuracy mean (min, max) on sentiment datasets. ‘p’: channel initial-
ized with the pre-trained embeddings Ep. ‘r’: channel randomly initialized. ‘retro’:
initialized with retofitted embeddings. ‘S/B (no sharing)’: channel initialized with
Es (using SentiWordNet or Brown clusters), but weights are not shared during train-
ing. ‘S/B (sharing)’: proposed weight-sharing method.

Method AN CL ST PB
p only 86.63 (86.57,86.67) 88.73 (88.51,89.00) 67.15 (66.00, 67.91) 90.11 (89.46, 91.03)
p + r 85.67 (85.46,85.95) 88.87 (88.56,89.03) 67.72 (67.65,67.86) 90.12 (89.87,90.47)

p + retro 86.46 (86.32,86.65) 89.27 (88.89,90.01) 67.78 (67.56,68.00) 90.07 (89.92,90.20)
p + U 86.60 (86.32,87.01) 88.93 (88.67,89.13) 67.78 (67.71,67.85) 90.23 (89.84,90.47)

p + U(s) 87.15 (87.00,87.29) 89.29 (89.09,89.51) 67.73 (67.58,67.88) 90.99 (90.46,91.59)

Table 4.3: AUC mean (min, max) on the biomedical datasets. Abbreviations are
as in Table 4.2, except here the external resource is the UMLS MeSH ontology
(‘U’).‘U(s)’ is the proposed weight sharing method utilizing ULMS.

4.6 Chapter Summary

We have proposed a novel method for incorporating prior semantic knowl-
edge into neural models via stochastic weight sharing. We have showed it generally
improves text classification performance vs. model variants which do not exploit
external resources and vs. an approach based on retrofitting prior to training. In fu-
ture work, we will investigate generalizing our approach beyond classification, and
to inform weight sharing using other varieties and sources of linguistic knowledge.
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Chapter 5

Neural Models Augmented with Multiple Pre-trained
Embeddings

5.1 Chapter Overview

One of the most commonly used method that handles low-supervision situa-
tions is transfer learning (Pan and Yang, 2010). Specifically in NLP, researchers of-
ten pre-train word embeddings on arbitrarily large corpora (Mikolov et al., 2013b).
Then we can use these pre-trained embeddings to initialize the word embeddings for
our tasks and fine-tune them to the task at hand. This has been shown to work better
than train word embeddings from scratch (Zhang and Wallace, 2015a). In this chap-
ter, we introduce a novel, simple CNN architecture – multi-group norm constraint

CNN (MGNC-CNN) – that capitalizes on multiple sets of word embeddings for
sentence classification (Zhang et al., 2016b)1. MGNC-CNN extracts features from
input embedding sets independently and then joins these at the penultimate layer
in the network to form a final feature vector. We then adopt a group regularization
strategy that differentially penalizes weights associated with the subcomponents
generated from the respective embedding sets. This model is much simpler than
comparable alternative architectures and requires substantially less training time.
Furthermore, it is flexible in that it does not require input word embeddings to be
of the same dimensionality. We show that MGNC-CNN consistently outperforms
baseline models.

1Ye Zhang, Stephen Roller and Byron Wallace. 2016. MGNC-CNN: A Simple Approach to Ex-
ploiting Multiple Word Embeddings for Sentence Classification. In Proceedings of North American
Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics. I proposed the idea, implemented the
idea and wrote the paper.
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5.2 Prior Work

We introduce neural models for text classification in Chapter 2. An impor-
tant consideration for neural models is the specification of the word embeddings.
Several options exist. For example, Kalchbrenner et al. (2014) initialize word vec-
tors to random low-dimensional vectors to be fit during training, while Johnson
and Zhang (2014) use fixed, one-hot encodings for each word. By contrast, Kim
(2014) initializes word vectors to those estimated via the word2vec model trained on
100 billion words of Google News (Mikolov et al., 2013b); these are then updated
during training. Initializing embeddings to pre-trained word vectors is intuitively
appealing because it allows transfer of learned distributional semantics. This has
allowed a relatively simple CNN architecture to achieve remarkably strong results.

Many pre-trained word embeddings are now readily available on the web,
induced using different models, corpora, and processing steps. Different embed-
dings may encode different aspects of language (Padó and Lapata, 2007; Erk and
Padó, 2008; Levy and Goldberg, 2014): those based on bag-of-words (BoW) statis-
tics tend to capture associations (doctor and hospital), while embeddings based on
dependency-parses encode similarity in terms of use (doctor and surgeon). It is nat-
ural to consider how these embeddings might be combined to improve NLP models
in general and CNNs in particular.

Prior work has considered combining latent representations of words that
capture syntactic and semantic properties (Van de Cruys et al., 2011), and induc-
ing multi-modal embeddings (Bruni et al., 2012) for general NLP tasks. And re-
cently, Luo et al. (2014) proposed a framework that combines multiple word em-
beddings to measure text similarity, however their focus was not on classification.

More similar to our work, Yin and Schütze (2015) proposed MVCNN for
sentence classification. This CNN-based architecture accepts multiple word em-
beddings as inputs. These are then treated as separate ‘channels’, analogous to
RGB channels in images. Filters consider all channels simultaneously. MVCNN
achieved state-of-the-art performance on multiple sentence classification tasks. How-
ever, this model has practical drawbacks. (i) MVCNN requires that input word em-
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beddings have the same dimensionality. Thus to incorporate a second set of word
vectors trained on a corpus (or using a model) of interest, one needs to either find
embeddings that happen to have a set number of dimensions or to estimate embed-
dings from scratch. (ii) The model is complex, both in terms of implementation and
run-time. Indeed, this model requires pre-training and mutual-learning and requires
days of training time, whereas the simple architecture we propose requires on the
order of an hour (and is easy to implement). We directly compare out model with
MVCNN in the experiment.

5.3 Method

MG-CNN. Assuming we have m word embeddings with corresponding di-
mensions d1, d2, ...dm, we can simply treat each word embedding independently. In
this case, the input to the CNN comprises multiple sentence matrices A1,A2, ...Am,
where each Al ∈ Rs×dl may have its own width dl. We then apply different groups
of filters {w1}, {w2}, ...{wm} independently to each Al, where {wl} denotes the
set of filters for Al. As in basic CNN, {wl} may have multiple filter sizes, and
multiple filters of each size may be introduced. At the classification layer we then
obtain a feature vector ol for each embedding set, and we can simply concatenate
these together to form the final feature vector o to feed into the softmax function,
where o = o1 ⊕ o2... ⊕ om. This representation contains feature vectors gener-
ated from all sets of embeddings under consideration. We call this method multiple

group CNN (MG-CNN). Here groups refer to the features generated from differ-
ent embeddings. Note that this differs from ‘multi-channel’ models because at the
convolution layer we use different filters on each word embedding matrix indepen-
dently, whereas in a standard multi-channel approach each filter would consider all
channels simultaneously and generate a scalar from all channels at each local re-
gion. As above, we impose a max l2 norm constraint on the final feature vector o
for regularization. Figure 5.1 illustrates this approach.

MGNC-CNN. We propose an augmentation of MG-CNN, Multi-Group Norm

Constraint CNN (MGNC-CNN), which differs in its regularization strategy. Specif-
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of MG-CNN and MGNC-CNN. The filters applied to the
respective embeddings are completely independent. MG-CNN applies a max norm
constraint to o, while MGNC-CNN applies max norm constraints on o1 and o2

independently (group regularization). Note that one may easily extend the approach
to handle more than two embeddings at once.

ically, in this variant we impose grouped regularization constraints, independently
regularizing subcomponents ol derived from the respective embeddings, i.e., we
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Model Subj SST-1 SST-2 TREC Irony
CNN(w2v) 93.14 (92.92,93.39) 46.99 (46.11,48.28) 87.03 (86.16,88.08) 93.32 (92.40,94.60) 67.15 (66.53,68.11)
CNN(Glv) 93.41(93.20,93.51) 46.58 (46.11,47.06) 87.36 (87.20,87.64) 93.36 (93.30,93.60) 67.84 (67.29,68.38)
CNN(Syn) 93.24(93.01,93.45) 45.48(44.67,46.24) 86.04 (85.28,86.77) 94.68 (94.00,95.00) 67.93 (67.30,68.38)

MVCNN (Yin and Schütze, 2015) 93.9 49.6 89.4 - -
C-CNN(w2v+Glv) 93.72 (93.68,93.76) 47.02(46.24,47.69) 87.42(86.88,87.81) 93.80 (93.40,94.20) 67.70 (66.97,68.35)
C-CNN(w2v+Syn) 93.48 (93.43,93.52) 46.91(45.97,47.81) 87.17 (86.55,87.42) 94.66 (94.00,95.20) 68.08 (67.33,68.57)

C-CNN(w2v+Syn+Glv) 93.61 (93.47,93.77) 46.52 (45.02,47.47) 87.55 (86.77,88.58) 95.20 (94.80,65.60) 68.38 (67.66,69.23)
MG-CNN(w2v+Glv) 93.84 (93.66,94.35) 48.24 (47.60,49.05) 87.90 (87.48,88.30) 94.09 (93.60,94.80) 69.40 (66.35,72.30)
MG-CNN(w2v+Syn) 93.78 (93.62,93.98) 48.48(47.78,49.19) 87.47(87.10,87.70) 94.87 (94.00,95.60) 68.28 (66.44,69.97)

MG-CNN(w2v+Syn+Glv) 94.11 (94.04,94.17) 48.01 (47.65,48.37) 87.63(87.04,88.36) 94.68 (93.80,95.40) 69.19(67.06,72.30)
MGNC-CNN(w2v+Glv) 93.93 (93.79,94.14) 48.53 (47.92,49.37) 88.35(87.86,88.74) 94.40 (94.00,94.80) 69.15 (67.25,71.70)
MGNC-CNN(w2v+Syn) 93.95 (93.75,94.21) 48.51 (47.60,49.41) 87.88(87.64,88.19) 95.12 (94.60,95.60) 69.35 (67.40,70.86)

MGNC-CNN(w2v+Syn+Glv) 94.09 (93.98,94.18) 48.65 (46.92,49.19) 88.30 (87.83,88.65) 95.52 (94.60,96.60) 71.53 (69.74,73.06)

Table 5.1: Results mean (min, max) achieved with each method. w2v:word2vec.
Glv:GloVe. Syn: Syntactic embedding. Note that we experiment with using two
and three sets of embeddings jointly, e.g., w2v+Syn+Glv indicates that we use all
three of these.

Model Subj SST-1 SST-2 TREC Irony
CNN(w2v) 9 81 81 9 243
CNN(Glv) 3 9 1 9 81
CNN(Syn) 3 81 9 81 1

C-CNN(w2v+Glv) 9 9 3 3 1
C-CNN(w2v+Syn) 3 81 9 9 1

C-CNN(w2v+Syn+Glv) 9 9 1 81 81
MG-CNN(w2v+Glv) 3 9 3 81 9
MG-CNN(w2v+Syn) 9 81 3 81 3

MG-CNN(w2v+Syn+Glv) 9 1 9 243 9
MGNC-CNN(w2v+Glv) (9,3) (81,9) (1,1) (9,81) (243,243)
MGNC-CNN(w2v+Syn) (3,3) (81,81) (81,9) (81,81) (81,3)

MGNC-CNN(w2v+Syn+Glv) (81,81,81) (81,81,1) (9,9,9) (1,81,81) (243,243,3)

Table 5.2: Best λ2 value on the validation set for each method w2v:word2vec.
Glv:GloVe. Syn: Syntactic embedding.

impose separate max norm constraints λl for each ol (where l again indexes embed-
ding sets); these λl hyper-parameters are to be tuned on a validation set. Intuitively,
this method aims to better capitalize on features derived from word embeddings that
capture discriminative properties of text for the task at hand by penalizing larger
weight estimates for features derived from less discriminative embeddings.
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5.4 Experiments

5.4.1 Datasets

Stanford Sentiment Treebank Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST) (Socher
et al., 2013). This concerns predicting movie review sentiment. Two datasets are
derived from this corpus: (1) SST-1, containing five classes: very negative, nega-

tive, neutral, positive, and very positive. (2) SST-2, which has only two classes:
negative and positive. For both, we remove phrases of length less than 4 from the
training set.2 Subj (Pang and Lee, 2004). The aim here is to classify sentences as
either subjective or objective. This comprises 5000 instances of each. TREC (Li
and Roth, 2002). A question classification dataset containing six classes: abbre-

viation, entity, description, human, location and numeric. There are 5500 training
and 500 test instances. Irony (Wallace et al., 2014a). This dataset contains 16,006
sentences from reddit labeled as ironic (or not). The dataset is imbalanced (rela-
tively few sentences are ironic). Thus before training, we under-sampled negative
instances to make classes sizes equal. Note that for this dataset we report the Area
Under Curve (AUC), rather than accuracy, because it is imbalanced.

5.4.2 Pre-trained Word Embeddings

We consider three sets of word embeddings for our experiments: (i) word2vec3

is trained on 100 billion tokens of Google News dataset; (ii) GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014)4 is trained on aggregated global word-word co-occurrence statistics
from Common Crawl (840B tokens); and (iii) syntactic word embedding trained
on dependency-parsed corpora. These three embedding sets happen to all be 300-
dimensional, but our model could accommodate arbitrary and variable sizes.

We pre-trained our own syntactic embeddings following (Levy and Gold-
berg, 2014). We parsed the ukWaC corpus (Baroni et al., 2009) using the Stanford
Dependency Parser v3.5.2 with Stanford Dependencies (Chen and Manning, 2014)

2As in (Kim, 2014).
3https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
4http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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and extracted (word, relation+context) pairs from parse trees. We “collapsed” nodes
with prepositions and notated inverse relations separately, e.g., “dog barks” emits
two tuples: (barks, nsubj dog) and (dog, nsubj−1 barks). We filter words and con-
texts that appear fewer than 100 times, resulting in ∼173k words and 1M contexts.
We trained 300d vectors using word2vecf5 with default parameters.

5.4.3 Setup

We compared our proposed approaches to MVCNN (Yin and Schütze, 2015)
and also a standard CNN that exploits a single set of word embeddings (Kim, 2014).
We also compared to a baseline of simply concatenating embeddings for each word
to form long vector inputs. We refer to this as Concatenation-CNN C-CNN. For
all multiple embedding approaches (C-CNN, MG-CNN and MGNC-CNN), we ex-
plored two combined sets of embedding: word2vec+Glove, and word2vec+syntactic,
and one three sets of embedding: word2vec+Glove+syntactic. For all models, we
tuned the l2 norm constraint λ over the range {1

3
, 1, 3, 9, 81, 243} on a validation

set. For instantiations of MGNC-CNN in which we exploited two embeddings, we
tuned both λ1, and λ2; where we used three embedding sets, we tuned λ1, λ2 and
λ3.

We used standard train/test splits for those datasets that had them. Other-
wise, we performed 10-fold cross validation, creating nested development sets with
which to tune hyperparameters. For all experiments we used filters sizes of 3, 4
and 5 and we created 100 feature maps for each filter size. We applied 1 max-
pooling and dropout (rate: 0.5) at the classification layer. For training we used
back-propagation in mini-batches and used AdaDelta as the stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD) update rule, and set mini-batch size as 50. In this work, we treat word
embeddings as part of the parameters of the model, and update them as well during
training. In all our experiments, we only tuned the max norm constraint(s), fixing
all other hyperparameters.

5https://bitbucket.org/yoavgo/word2vecf/
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5.4.4 Results and Discussion

We repeated each experiment 10 times and report the mean and ranges across
these. This replication is important because training is stochastic and thus intro-
duces variance in performance (Zhang and Wallace, 2015a). Results are shown in
Table 5.1, and the corresponding best norm constraint value is shown in Table 5.2.
We also show results on Subj, SST-1 and SST-2 achieved by the more complex model
of (Yin and Schütze, 2015) for comparison; this represents the state-of-the-art on
the three datasets other than TREC.

We can see that MGNC-CNN and MG-CNN always outperform base-
line methods (including C-CNN), and MGNC-CNN is usually better than MG-
CNN. And on the Subj dataset, MG-CNN actually achieves slightly better results
than (Yin and Schütze, 2015), with far less complexity and required training time
(MGNC-CNN performs comparably, although no better, here). On the TREC dataset,
the best-ever accuracy we are aware of is 96.0% (Mou et al., 2015), which falls
within the range of the result of our MGNC-CNN model with three word embed-
dings. On the irony dataset, our model with three embeddings achieves 4% im-
provement (in terms of AUC) compared to the baseline model.

On SST-1 and SST-2, our model performs slightly worse than (Yin and Schütze,
2015). However, we again note that their performance is achieved using a much
more complex model which involves pre-training and mutual-learning steps. This
model takes days to train, whereas our model requires on the order of an hour.

We note that the method proposed by Astudillo et al. 2015 is able to ac-
commodate multiple embedding sets with different dimensions by projecting the
original word embeddings into a lower-dimensional space. However, this work
requires training the optimal projection matrix on laebled data first, which again
incurs large overhead.

Of course, our model also has its own limitations: in MGNC-CNN, we need
to tune the norm constraint hyperparameter for all the word embeddings. As the
number of word embedding increases, this will increase the running time. However,
this tuning procedure is embarrassingly parallel.
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We mainly care about the performance improvement from the single word
embedding to multiple word embedding models under exactly the same preprocess-
ing steps. We emphasize this because we found that different preprocessing meth-
ods influence the performance, especially on SST-1 and SST-2 datasets. In previous
work, authors often don’t consider this factor when comparing their methods with
baseline models, this is, when they compare performance of different methods, they
don’t remove the variance of preprocessing for each method. We also found that
for all the methods, replacing a word embedding with a random vector would make
the performance worse, which proves the advantages of pre-trained embeddings.

5.5 Chapter Summary

We have proposed MGNC-CNN: a simple, flexible CNN architecture for
sentence classification that can exploit multiple, variable sized word embeddings.
We demonstrated that this consistently achieves better results than a baseline ar-
chitecture that exploits only a single set of word embeddings, and also a naive
concatenation approach to capitalizing on multiple embeddings. Furthermore, our
results are comparable to those achieved with a recently proposed model (Yin and
Schütze, 2015) that is much more complex. However, our simple model is easy to
implement and requires an order of magnitude less training time. Furthermore, our
model is much more flexible than previous approaches, because it can accommo-
date variable-size word embeddings.
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Chapter 6

Domain Adaptation for Neural Text Generation

6.1 Chapter Overview

In the last chapter, we describe utilizing multiple pre-trained embedding as a
way of transfer learning for low-supervision scenarios. Although pre-training word
embedding is very powerful given a large pre-training corpus, a more straightfor-
ward transfer learning method is domain adaptation (Glorot et al., 2011), in which
the model is transferred between one same task. In the training data, there could
be multiple domains. At test time, the test instance might come from one of the
domains in the training data, but might be also from a domain that is never seen in
the training data. We call the general approach that takes into consideration these
domain information as domain adaptation. Specifically in this chapter, we consider
domain adaption for abstractive text summarization (Zhang et al., 2018)1. In the
rest of this chapter, we use ‘domain’ and ‘style’ exchangeably since we assume text
from different domains are written with different styles.

Supervised training of abstractive text summarization models results in learn-
ing conditional probabilities over language sequences based on the supervised train-
ing signal. When the training signal contains a variety of writing styles, such mod-
els may end up learning an ‘average’ style that is directly influenced by the training
data make-up and cannot be controlled by the needs of an application. We describe
a family of model architectures capable of capturing both generic language charac-
teristics via shared model parameters, as well as particular style characteristics via
private model parameters. Such models are able to generate language according to
a specific learned style, while still taking advantage of their power to model generic
language phenomena. Furthermore, we describe an extension that uses a mixture

1Ye Zhang, Nan Ding and Radu Soricut. 2018. SHAPED: Shared-Private Encoder-Decoder for
Text Style Adaptation. In Proceedings of North American Chapter of the Association for Computa-
tional Linguistics. I proposed part of the idea, wrote the code and wrote the paper.
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of output distributions from all learned styles to perform on-the-fly style adaptation
based on the textual input alone. Experimentally, we find that the proposed mod-
els consistently outperform models that encapsulate single-style or average-style
language generation capabilities.

Encoder-decoder models have recently pushed forward the state-of-the-art
performance on a variety of language generation tasks, including machine transla-
tion (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2016b; Vaswani et al., 2017), text summariza-
tion (Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016; See et al., 2017), dialog systems (Li
et al., 2016b; Asghar et al., 2017), and image captioning (Xu et al., 2015; Ranzato
et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017). This framework consists of an encoder that reads
the input data and encodes it as a sequence of vectors, which is in turn used by a
decoder to generate another sequence of vectors used to produce output symbols
step by step.

The prevalent approach to training such a model is to update all the model
parameters using all the examples in the training data (over multiple epochs). This
is a reasonable approach, under the assumption that we are modeling a single under-
lying distribution in the data. However, in many applications and for many natural
language datasets, there exist multiple underlying distributions, characterizing a va-
riety of language styles. For instance, the widely-used Gigaword dataset (Graff and
Cieri, 2003) consists of a collection of articles written by various publishers (The
New York Times, Agence France Presse, Xinhua News, etc.), each with its own
style characteristics. Training a model’s parameters on all the training examples re-
sults in an averaging effect across style characteristics, which may lower the quality
of the outputs; additionally, this averaging effect may be completely undesirable for
applications that require a level of control over the output style. At the opposite end
of the spectrum, one can choose to train one independent model per each underly-
ing distribution (assuming we have the appropriate signals for identifying them at
training time). This approach misses the opportunity to exploit common properties
shared by these distributions (e.g., generic characteristics of a language, such as
noun-adjective position), and leads to models that are under-trained due to limited
data availability per distribution.
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In order to address these issues, we propose a novel neural architecture
called SHAred-Private Encoder-Decoder (SHAPED). This architecture has both
shared encoder/decoder parameters that are updated based on all the training ex-
amples, as well as private encoder/decoder parameters that are updated using only
examples from their corresponding underlying training distributions. In addition to
learning different parametrization between the shared model and the private models,
we jointly learn a classifier to estimate the probability of each example belonging
to each of the underlying training distributions. In such a setting, the shared pa-
rameters (‘shared model’) are expected to learn characteristics shared by the entire
set of training examples (i.e., language generic), whereas each private parameter
set (‘private model’) learns particular characteristics (i.e., style specific) of their
corresponding training distribution. At the same time, the classifier is expected to
learn a probability distribution over the labels used to identify the underlying dis-
tributions present in the input data. At test time, there are two possible scenarios.
In the first one, the input signal explicitly contains information about the underly-
ing distribution (e.g., the publisher’s identity). In this case, we feed the data into
the shared model and also the corresponding private model, and perform sequence
generation based on a concatenation of their vector outputs; we refer to this model
as the SHAPED model. In a second scenario, the information about the underlying
distribution is either not available, or it refers to a distribution that was not seen
during training. In this case, we feed the data into the shared model and all the
private models; the output distribution of the symbols of the decoding sequence is
estimated using a mixture of distributions from all the decoders, weighted accord-
ing to the classifier’s estimates for that particular example; we refer to this model
as the Mix-SHAPED model.

We test our models on the headline-generation task based on the aforemen-
tioned Gigaword dataset. When the publisher’s identity is presented as part of the
input, we show that the SHAPED model significantly surpasses the performance of
the shared encoder-decoder baseline, as well as the performance of private mod-
els (where one individual, per-publisher model is trained for each in-domain style).
When the publisher’s identity is not presented as part of the input (i.e., not pre-
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sented at run-time but revealed at evaluation-time for measurement purposes), we
show that the Mix-SHAPED model exhibits a high level of classification accuracy
based on textual inputs alone (accuracy percentage in the 80s overall, varying by in-
dividual publisher), while its generation accuracy still surpasses the performance of
the baseline models. Finally, when the publisher’s identity is unknown to the model
(i.e., a publisher that was not part of the training dataset), we show that the Mix-
SHAPED model performance far surpasses the shared model performance, due to
the ability of the Mix-SHAPED model to perform on-the-fly adaptation of output
style. This feat comes from our model’s ability to perform two distinct tasks: match
the incoming, previously-unseen input style to existing styles learned at training
time, and use the correlations learned at training time between input and output
style characteristics to generate style-appropriate token sequences.

6.2 Prior Work

Encoder-Decoder Models for Structured Output Prediction

Encoder-decoder architectures have been successfully applied to a variety
of structure prediction tasks recently. Tasks for which such architectures have
achieved state-of-the-art results include machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2014;
Wu et al., 2016b; Vaswani et al., 2017), automatic text summarization (Rush et
al., 2015; Chopra et al., 2016; Nallapati et al., 2016; Paulus et al., 2017; Nema
et al., 2017), sentence simplification (Filippova et al., 2015; Zhang and Lapata,
2017), dialog systems (Li et al., 2016b, 2017; Asghar et al., 2017), image caption-
ing (Vinyals et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015; Ranzato et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017),
etc. By far the most used implementation of such architectures is based on the
original sequence-to-sequence model (Sutskever et al., 2014), augmented with its
attention-based extension (Bahdanau et al., 2014). Although our SHAPED and
Mix-SHAPED model formulations do not depend on a particular architecture im-
plementation, we do make use of the (Bahdanau et al., 2014) model to instantiate
our models.
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Domain Adaptation for Neural Network Models

One general approach to domain adaptation for natural language tasks is
to perform data/feature augmentation that represents inputs as both general and
domain-dependent data, as originally proposed in (Daumé III, 2009), and ported
to neural models in (Kim et al., 2016). For computer vision tasks, a line of work
related to our approach has been proposed by Bousmalis et al. (2016) using domain

separation networks. As a tool for studying unsupervised domain adaptation for
image recognition tasks, they use CNNs for encoding an image into a feature repre-
sentation, and also for reconstructing the input sample. They make use of a private
encoder for each domain, and a shared encoder for both the source and the target
domain. The approach we take in this paper shares this idea of model parametriza-
tion according to the domain/style, but goes further with the Mix-SHAPED model,
performing on-the-fly adaptation of the model outputs. Other CNN-based domain
adaptation methods for object recognition tasks are presented in (Long et al., 2016;
Chopra et al., 2013; Tzeng et al., 2015; Sener et al., 2016).

For NLP tasks, Peng and Dredze (2017) take a multi-task approach to do-
main adaptation and sequence tagging. They use a shared encoder to represent
instances from all of the domains, and use a domain projection layer to project
the shared layer into a domain-specific space. They only consider the supervised
domain-adaptation case, in which labeled training data exists for the target do-
main. Glorot et al. (2011) use auto-encoders for learning a high-level feature ex-
traction across domains for sentiment analysis, while Zhou et al. (2016) employ
auto-encoders to directly transfer the examples across different domains also for
the same sentiment analysis task. Hua and Wang (2017) perform an experimental
analysis on domain adaptation for neural abstractive summarization.

An important requirement of all the methods in the related work described
above is that they require access to the (unlabeled) target domain data, in order to
learn a domain-invariant representation across source and target domains. In con-
trast, our Mix-SHAPED model does not need access to a target domain or style
at training time, and instead performs the adaptation on-the-fly, according to the
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specifics of the input data and the correlations learned at training time between
available input and output style characteristics. As such, it is a more general ap-
proach, which allows adaptation for a much larger set of target styles, under the
weaker assumption that there exists one or more styles present in the training data
that can act as representative underlying distributions.

6.3 Shared-Private Encoder Decoder Model for Sequence Gen-
eration

Generally speaking, a standard encoder-decoder model has two components:
an encoder that takes as input a sequence of symbols x = (x1, x2, ..., xTx) and
encodes them into a set of vectors H = (h1, h2, ..., hTx),

H = fenc(x), (6.1)

where fenc is the computation unit in the encoder, and a decoder that generates
output symbols at each time stamp t, conditioned on H as well as the decoder
inputs y1:t−1,

st = fdec(y1:t−1,H), (6.2)

where fdec is the computation unit in the decoder. Instantiations of this framework
include the widely-used attention-based sequence-to-sequence model (Bahdanau et
al., 2014), in which fenc and fdec are implemented by an RNN architecture using
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) or GRU (Chung et al., 2014) units. A
more recent instantiation of this architecture is the Transformer model (Vaswani et
al., 2017) built solely using self-attention layers.

6.3.1 SHAPED: Shared-private encoder-decoder

The abstract encoder-decoder model described above is usually trained over
all examples in the training data. We call such a model a shared encoder-decoder
model, because the model parameters are shared across all training and test in-
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stances. Formally, the shared encoder-decoder consists of the computation units
f senc and f sdec. Given an instance x, it generates a sequence of vectors Ss = (ss1, ...s

s
T )

by:
Hs = f senc(x), sst = f sdec(y1:t−1,H

s). (6.3)

 D1

  D2

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the SHAPED model using two styles D1 and D2. D1

articles pass through the private encoder f 1
enc and decoder f 1

dec. D2 articles pass
through the private encoder f 2

enc and decoder f 2
dec. Both of them also go through the

shared encoder f senc and decoder f sdec.

The drawback of the shared encoder-decoder is that it fails to account for
particular properties of each style that may be present in the data. In order to capture
such particular style characteristics, a straightforward solution is to train a private

model for each style. Assuming a style set D = {D1, D2..., D|D|}, such a solution
implies that each style has its own private encoder computation unit and decoder
computation unit. At both training and testing time, each private encoder and de-
coder only processes instances that belong to their own style. Given an instance
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along with its style (x, z) where z ∈ {1, . . . , |D|}, the private encoder-decoder
generates a sequence of vectors Sz = (sz1, ...s

z
T ) by:

Hz = f zenc(x), szt = f zdec(y1:t−1,H
z). (6.4)

Although the private encoder/decoder models do preserve style characteristics, they
fail to take into account the common language features shared across styles. Fur-
thermore, since each style is represented by a subset of the entire training set, such
private models may end up as under-trained, due to limited number of available data
examples.

In order to efficiently capture both common and unique features of data
with different styles, we propose the SHAred-Private Encoder-Decoder (SHAPED)
model. In the SHAPED model, each data-point goes through both the shared
encoder-decoder and its corresponding private encoder-decoder. At each step of
the decoder, the output from private and shared ones are concatenated to form a
new vector:

srzt = [szt , s
s
t ], (6.5)

that contains both private features for style z and shared features induced from other
styles, as illustrated in Fig 6.1. The output symbol distribution over tokens ot ∈ V
(where V is the output vocabulary) at step t is given by:

p(ot|x, y1:t−1, z) = Softmax(g(srzt )), (6.6)

where g is a multi-layer feed-forward network that maps srzt to a vector of size |V |.
Given N training examples (x(1),y(1), z(1)), . . . , (x(N),y(N), z(N)), the conditional
probability of the output y(i) given article x(i) and its style z(i) ∈ {1, . . . , |D|} is:

p(y(i)|x(i), z(i)) =
∏
t

p(ot = y
(i)
t |x(i),y

(i)
1:t−1, z

(i)). (6.7)

At inference time, given an article x with style z, we feed x into f zenc, f
z
dec, f

s
enc, f

s
dec

and obtain symbol distributions at each step t using Eq:ProjSoftmax. We sample
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from the distribution and obtain a symbol ot which will be used as the estimated yt
and fed to the next steps.

6.3.2 The Mix-SHAPED Model

One limitation of the above model is that it can only handle test data contain-
ing an explicit style label from D = {D1, D2..., D|D|}. However, there is frequently
the case that, at test time, the style label is not present as part of the input, or that
the input style is not part of the modeled set D.

We treat both of these cases similarly, as a case of modeling an unknown
style. We first describe our treatment of such a case at run-time. We use a latent
random variable z ∈ {1, . . . , |D|} to denote the underlying style of a given input.
When generating a token at step t, the output token distribution takes the form of a
mixture of SHAPED (Mix-SHAPED) model outputs:

p(ot|x,y1:t−1) =

|D|∑
d=1

p(ot|x,y1:t−1, z = d)p(z = d|x),
(6.8)

where p(ot|x,y1:t−1, z = d) is the output symbol distribution of SHAPED decoder
d, evaluated as in 6.6. Fig 6.2 contains an illustration of such a model. In this
formulation, p(·|x) denotes the style conditional probability distribution given x.

The joint data likelihood of target sequence y and target domain label z for
input sequence x is:

p(y, z|x) = p(y|z,x) · p(z|x) (6.9)

Training the Mix-SHAPED model involves minimizing a loss function that com-
bines the negative log-likelihood of the style labels and the negative log-likelihood
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  D?
         Style  
Classifier 

g

 g

Figure 6.2: Decoding data with unknown style using a Mix-SHAPED model. The
data is run through all encoders and decoders. The output of private encoders is fed
into a classifier that estimates style distribution. The output symbol distribution is
a mixture over all decoder outputs.

of the symbol sequences (see the model in Fig 6.3):

LossMix-SHAPED = −
N∑
i=1

log(z(i)|x(i))

−
N∑
i=1

log p(y(i)|x(i), z(i)).

(6.10)

At run-time, if the style d of the input is available and d ∈ D, we decode the
sequence using Eq. 6.6. This also corresponds to the case p(z = d|x) = 1 and
0 for all other styles, and reduces Eq. 6.8 to Eq. 6.6. If the style of the input is
unknown (or known, but with d′ 6∈ D), we decode the sequence using Eq. 6.8, in
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which case the mixture over SHAPED models given by p(·|x) is approximating the
desired output style.

 

   Style 
Classifier

CAT SOFTMAX

 D1

  D2

D1

     Style 
Classifier

Figure 6.3: (a) Each example is fed to all private encoders f 1
enc, f

2
enc, whose out-

puts are concatenated and fed to a style classifier. (b) The D1 examples only use
f 1
enc, f

1
dec, f

s
enc, f

s
dec to decode texts. Private encoder-decoders of other styles are not

used.

6.3.3 Model Instantiation

As an implementation of the encoder-decoder model, we use the attention-
based sequence-to-sequence model from (Bahdanau et al., 2014), with an RNN
architecture using GRU units (Chung et al., 2014). The input token sequences are
first projected into an embedding space via an embedding matrix E, resulting in a
sequence of low-dimensional vectors as input representations.

6.3.4 SHAPED Instantiation

The private and shared RNN cells generate a sequence of hidden state vec-
tors Hs = {hsj} and Hz = {hzj}, z ∈ {1, ..., |D|}, j ∈ {1, ..., Tx}. At each step in
the encoder, hsj and hzj are concatenated to form a new output vector hrzj = [hzj , h

s
j ].

The final state of each encoder is used as the initial state of the corresponding de-
coder. At time step t in the decoder, the private and shared RNN cell first generate
hidden state vectors sst and {szt}, z ∈ {1, ..., |D|}, and sst is concatenated with each
szt to form new vectors {srzt } (z ∈ {1, ..., |D|}).
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We apply the attention mechanism on srzt , using attention weights calculated
as:

qrztj = vatanh(Wah
rz
j + Uas

rz
t ), (6.11)

which are normalized to a probability distribution:

αrztj =
exp(qrztj )∑Tx
i=1 exp(qrzti )

(6.12)

Context vectors are computed using normalized attention weights:

crzt =
Tx∑
j=1

αrztj h
rz
j (6.13)

Given the context vector and the hidden state vectors, the symbol distribution at
step t is:

p(ot|x,y1:t, z) = softmax(q[crzt , s
rz
t ] + b) (6.14)

The attention weights in Wa, Ua, and va, as well as the embedding matrix E and
vocabulary V are shared by all encoders and decoders. We use eq. 6.14 to calculate
the symbol loss in eq. 6.10.

6.4 Experiments

We performed a battery of quantitative experiments, designed to answer
several main questions: 1) Do the proposed model improve generation perfor-
mance over alternative approaches? 2) Can a style classifier built using an aux-
iliary loss provide a reliable estimate on text style? 3) In the case of unknown style,
does the Mix-SHAPED model improve generation performance over alternative ap-
proaches? 4) To what extent do our models capture style characteristics as opposed
to, say, content characteristics?

We perform our experiments using text summarization as the main task.
More precisely, we train and evaluate headline generation models using the publicly-
available Gigaword dataset (Graff and Cieri, 2003; Napoles et al., 2012).
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The Gigaword dataset contains news articles from seven publishers: Agence
France-Presse (AFP), Associated Press Worldstream (APW), Central News Agency
of Taiwan (CNA), Los Angeles Times/Washington Post Newswire Service (LTW),
New York Times (NYT), Xinhua News Agency (XIN), and Washington Post/Bloomberg
Newswire Service (WPB). We pre-process this dataset in the same way as (Rush et
al., 2015), which results in articles with average length 31.4 words and headlines
with average length 8.5.

We consider the publisher identity as a proxy for style, and choose to model
as in-domain styles the set D = {AFP, APW, NYT, XIN}, while holding out CNA
and LTW for out-of-domain style testing. This results in a training set containing the
following number of (article, headline) instances: 993,584 AFP, 1,493,758 APW,
578,259 NYT, and 946,322 XIN. For the test set, we sample a total number of
10,000 in-domain examples from the original Gigawords test dataset, which include
2,886 AFP, 2,832 APW, 1,610 NYT, and 2,012 XIN. For out-of-domain testing, we
randomly sample 10,000 LTW and 10,000 CNA test data examples. We remove the
WPB articles due to their small number of instances.

6.4.1 Experimental Setup

We compare the following models:

• A Shared encoder-decoder model (S) trained on all styles in D;
• A suite of Private encoder-decoder models (P), each one trained on a partic-

ular style from D = {AFP, APW, NYT, XIN};2

• A SHAPED model (SP) trained on all styles in D; at test time, the style of
test data is provided to the model; the article is only run through its style-
specific private network and shared network (style classifier is not needed);
• A Mix-SHAPED model (M-SP) trained on all styles in D; at test time, the

style of article is not provided to the model; the output is computed using the
mixture model, with the estimated style probabilities from the style classifier

2We also tried to warm-start a private model using the best checkpoint of the shared model, but
found that it cannot improve over the shared model.
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used as weights.

When testing on the out-of-domain styles CNA/LTW, we only compare the Shared
(S) model with the Mix-SHAPED (M-SP) model, as the others cannot properly
handle this scenario.

As hyper-parameters for the model instantiation, we used 500-dimension
word embeddings, and a three-layer, 500-dimension GRU-cell RNN architecture;
the encoder was instantiated as a bi-directional RNN. The lengths of the input
and output sequences were truncated to 40 and 20 tokens, respectively. All the
models were optimized using Adagrad (Duchi et al., 2011), with an initial learn-
ing rate of 0.01. The training procedure was done over mini-batches of size 128,
and the updates were done asynchronously across 40 workers for 5M steps. The
encoder/decoder word embedding and the output projection matrices were tied to
minimize the number of parameters. To avoid the slowness from the softmax oper-
ator over large vocabulary sizes, and also mitigate the impact of out-of-vocabulary
tokens, we applied a subtokenization method (Wu et al., 2016b), which invertibly
transforms a native token into a sequence of subtokens from a limited vocabulary
(here set to 32K).

Comparison with Previous Work

In the next section, we report our main results using the in-domain and out-
of-domain (w.r.t. the selected publisher styles) test sets described above, since these
test sets have a balanced publisher style frequency that allows us to measure the im-
pact of our style-adaptation models. However, we also report here the performance
of our Shared (S) baseline model (with the above hyper-parameters) on the origi-
nal 2K test set used by (Rush et al., 2015). On that test set, our S model obtains
30.13 F1 ROUGE-L score, compared to 28.34 ROUGE-L obtained by the ABS+
model (Rush et al., 2015), and 30.64 ROUGE-L obtained by the words-lvt2k-1sent
model (Nallapati et al., 2016). This comparison indicates that our S model is a
competitive baseline, making the comparisons against the SP and M-SP models
meaningful when using our in-domain and out-of-domain test sets.
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6.4.2 Main Results

The Rouge scores for the in-domain testing data are reported in Table 6.1
(over the combined AFP/APW/XIN/NYT testset) and Fig. 6.4a (over individual-
style test sets). The numbers indicate that the SP and M-SP models consistently
outperform the S and P model, supporting the conclusion that the S model loses
important characteristics due to averaging effects, while the P models miss the op-
portunity to efficiently exploit the training data. Additionally, the performance of
SP is consistently better than M-SP in this setting, which indicates that the style
label is helpful. As shown in Fig. 6.4b, the style classifier achieves around 80%
accuracy overall in predicting the style under the M-SP model, with some styles
(e.g., XIN) being easier to predict than others. The performance of the classifier is
directly reflected in the quantitative difference between the SP and M-SP models
on individual-style test sets (see Fig. 6.4a, where the XIN style has the smallest
difference between the two models).
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Figure 6.4: Experimental results on the headline generation task, for in-domain
styles.

The evaluation results for the out-of-domain scenario are reported in Ta-
ble 6.2. The numbers indicate that the M-SP model significantly outperforms the
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AFP/APW/XIN/NYT Test
Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L

P 39.14±0.47 19.74±0.48 36.42±0.46

S 39.32±0.26 19.63±0.24 36.51±0.26

SP 40.34±0.26 20.38±0.25 37.52±0.25

M-SP 40.10±0.25 20.21±0.26 37.30±0.26

Table 6.1: ROUGE F1 scores on the combined AFP/APW/XIN/NYT in-domain
test set.

S model, supporting the conclusion that the M-SP model is capable of performing
on-the-fly adaptation of output style. This conclusion is further strengthened by the
style probability distributions shown in Fig 6.5: they indicate that, for the out-of-
domain CNA style, the output mixture is heavily weighted towards the XIN style
(0.6 of the probability mass), while for the LTW style, the output mixture weights
heavily the NYT style (0.72 of the probability mass). This result is likely to re-
flect true style characteristics shared by these publishers, since both CNA and XIN
are produced by Chinese news agencies (from Taiwan and mainland China, respec-
tively), while both LTW and NYT are U.S. news agencies owned by the same media
corporation.

CNA Test LTW Test
Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L

S 40.73±0.21 17.75±0.18 37.70±0.20 27.08±0.19 8.97±0.15 25.01±0.17

M-SP 42.00±0.20 19.48±0.21 39.24±0.22 27.79±0.19 9.31±0.18 25.60±0.17

Table 6.2: ROUGE F1 scores on out-of-domain style test sets CNA and LTW.

6.4.3 Experiment Variants

Model capacity

In order to remove the possibility that the improved performance of the SP
model is due simply to an increased model size compared to the S model, we per-
form an experiment in which we triple the size of the GRU cell dimensions for
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domain styles CNA and LTW.
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the S model. However, we find no significant performance difference compared to
the original dimensions (the ROUGE-L score of the triple-size S model is 36.61,
compared to 36.51 obtained of the original S model).

Style embedding

Another approach to separating different styles is to directly encode the style
information into the embedding space, in a manner similar to the one proposed
in (Johnson et al., 2016). Specifically, at training time, we convert the style label
into a one-hot vector and concatenate it with the word embedding at each time step.
The ROUGE-L of this model is 36.68, slightly higher than the baseline S model, but
significantly lower than the SP model performance (37.52 ROUGE-L). Moreover,
we note here that this method is not applicable when the style is either unknown or
out-of-domain during testing.

Style vs. Content

Previous experiments indicate that the SP and M-SP models have superior
generation accuracy, but it is unclear to what extent the difference comes from im-
proved modeling of style versus modeling of content. To clarify this issue, we
performed an experiment in which we replace the named entities appearing in both
article and headline with corresponding entity tags, in effect suppressing almost
completely any content signal. For instance, given an input such as “China called
Thursday on the parties involved in talks on North Korea’s nuclear program to show
flexibility as a deadline for implementing the first steps of a breakthrough deal ap-
proached.”, paired with goldtruth output “China urges flexibility as NKorea dead-
line approaches”, we replaced the named entities with their types, and obtained:
“LOC 0 called Thursday on the ORG 0 involved in NON 2 on LOC 1 ’s NON 3
to show NON 0 as a NON 1 for implementing the first NON 4 of a NON 5 ap-
proached .”, paired with “LOC 0 urges NON 0 as LOC 1 NON 1 approaches.”

Under this experimental conditions, both the SP and M-SP models still
achieve significantly better performance compared to the S baseline. For instance,
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on the combined AFP/APW/XIN/NYT in-domain test set, the SP model achieves
61.70 ROUGE-L and M-SP achieves 61.52 ROUGE-L, compared to 60.20 ROUGE-
L obtained by the S model. On the CNA/LTW out-of-domain test set, M-SP achieves
60.75 ROUGE-L, compared to 59.47 ROUGE-L by the S model.

6.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we describe new style-adaptation model architectures for text
sequence generation tasks, SHAPED and Mix-SHAPED. Both versions are shown
to significantly outperform models that are either trained in a manner that ignores
style characteristics (and hence exhibit a style-averaging effect in their outputs), or
models that are trained single-style. The latter is a particularly interesting result,
as a model that is trained (with enough data) on a single-style and evaluated on the
same style is expected to exhibit the highest performance; our results show that,
even for single-style models trained on over 1M examples, their performance is
inferior to the performance of SHAPED models on that particular style.

These results support the conclusion that these architectures exhibit both
efficient and effective use in their modeling of both generic language phenomena
as well as particular style characteristics.
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Chapter 7

Active Discriminative Text Representation Learning

7.1 Chapter Overview

The most straightforward way of overcoming low-supervision issue is to
collect more useful training labels. Assuming that annotating data is expensive,
there is often a budget on how many labels that we could gather. Under this budget,
how to gather more valuable data points to maximize the model performance is
worth studying. The process of collecting more helpful data points in an intelligent
way is called active learning (AL) (Settles, 2012).

In this chapter, we propose an AL method specifically for CNN introduced
in Chapter 2 (Zhang et al., 2017a)1. While CNNs (and neural networks more
generally) have demonstrated excellent performance when one has access to large
amounts of training data, how can we make the best use of CNNs when annotation
resources are scarce? Because word embedding estimation and tuning (for a specific
text classification task) may be viewed as representation learning, it is reasonable to
optimize feature vectors before expending effort to tune the parameters of a model
that accepts these as input. Indeed, adjusting the former will render updates to the
latter potentially useless. Thus, we argue that the objective in AL (at least at the
outset) should primarily be to select instances that result in better representations.

More specifically, we propose a novel AL approach for sentence classifi-
cation in which we select instances that contain words likely to most affect the
embeddings. We achieve this by calculating the expected gradient length (EGL)
with respect to the embeddings for each word comprising the remaining unlabeled
sentences. We show that this approach allows us to rapidly learn discriminative,
task-specific embeddings. For example, when classifying the sentiment of sen-

1Ye Zhang, Matthew Lease and Byron Wallace. 2017. Active Discriminative Text Represen-
tation Learning. In Proceedings of Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence. I
proposed the idea, implemented the idea and wrote the paper.
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tences, we find that selecting examples in this way quickly pushes the embeddings
of ‘bad’ and ‘good’ apart (Figure 7.2, bottom row). Ultimately, results show our
AL method improves accuracy over several baseline AL approaches, across sen-
tence and document classification tasks considered.

This method selects instances based on a max operator over the gradients
expected for the individual words in a text, and thus is less appropriate for longer
texts such as documents. Therefore, we extend our approach for document classi-
fication by linearly combining two scores: one corresponding to individual word
embeddings and one measuring the overall uncertainty regarding instances.
In summary, key contributions of this chapter include:

• As far as we are aware, this is the first work to consider AL strategies ex-
plicitly for neural architectures in the context of text classification.
• We demonstrate that variants of our model outperform baseline AL ap-

proaches that do not consider embedding-level parameters: on both sentence
and document classification tasks our method realizes better performance
with fewer labels, compared to baseline sampling approaches.
• We also note that our approach substantially reduces the computational cost

of AL, compared to previously proposed EGL approaches to AL.

7.2 Prior Work

We consider a pool-based AL scenario (Zhu et al., 2008; Tong and Koller,
2001), in which there exists a small set of labeled data L and a large pool of avail-
able unlabeled data U . The task for the learner is to draw examples to be labeled
from U cleverly, so as to maximize classifier performance. These selections, or
queries, are typically made in a greedy fashion; an informativeness measure is used
to score all candidate instances in the pool, and the instance maximizing this mea-
sure is selected.

The key to developing AL strategies is designing a good informativeness
measure. Let x∗ be the most informative instance according to a query strategy

φ(xi;θ), or function used to evaluate each instance xi in the unlabeled pool U
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conditioned on the current set of parameter estimates θ. We can define the following
instance selection protocol:

x∗ = argmaxxi∈Uφ(xi;θ) (7.1)

For CNNs, θ includes word embedding parameters E, convolution layer
parameters C, and softmax layer parameters W.

Many querying strategies have been proposed in the literature (Settles, 2010).
Our aim here is to ascertain whether AL works better in the case of neural models
when one explicitly considers representation learning (i.e., focussing on E); we se-
lected the following three general baseline approaches because they enable us to
explore this question directly.
Random sampling. This strategy is equivalent to standard (or ‘passive’) learning;
here the training data is simply an i.i.d. sample from U .
Uncertainty sampling. Perhaps the most commonly used query strategy is uncer-

tainty sampling (Lewis and Gale, 1994; Tong and Koller, 2002; Zhu et al., 2008;
Ramirez-Loaiza et al., 2016), in which the learner requests labels for instances
about which it is least certain wrt. categorization.

Uncertainty sampling can be instantiated in many ways, depending on the
underlying classification model. A general uncertainty sampling variant uses en-
tropy (Shannon, 1948) as an uncertainty measure, defining φ(xi;θ) as:

−
∑
k

P (yi = k|xi;θ)logP (yi = k|xi;θ) (7.2)

where k indexes all possible labels. Entropy-based uncertainty sampling often per-
forms well (Settles, 2010).

Expected Gradient Length (EGL). This AL strategy aims to select instances ex-
pected to result in the greatest change to the current model parameter estimates
when their labels are revealed (or provided) (Settles and Craven, 2008). The intu-
ition is that one can view the magnitude of the resultant gradient as the value of
purchasing a label; if this cost is small, then the label did not provide much new
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information. If the true class for a given instance were known, the gradient could
be directly calculated under this assignment. But in practice this is unknown, and so
the expectation is taken by marginalizing over the gradients calculated conditioned
on possible class assignments, scaled by current model estimates of the posterior
probabilities of said assignments.

7.3 Method

We now introduce our proposed AL strategy for text classification with em-
beddings. This is based on the EGL method described above. In gradient-based
optimization for neural models, the training gradient back-propagated to a set of
model parameters given label yi for instance xi may be viewed as a measure of
change imparted by example i for those parameters. Thus the learner should re-
quest the label for an instance expected to produce a large magnitude training gra-
dient. If this gradient is taken with respect to all model parameters (distributed over
all layers), then this is a straight-forward instantiation of EGL. Past work on EGL
(involving linear models) adopted exactly this approach: the expected change to
model parameters was evaluated over the entire set of parameters in θ. By contrast,
we propose explicitly selecting examples that are likely to affect the representation-

level parameters (i.e., the embeddings).
Formally, let ∇J(L;θ) be the gradient of the objective function J with re-

spect to the model parameters θ, where J is the cost function. Further, let ∇J(L ∪
〈xi, yi〉;θ) be the new gradient that would be obtained by adding the training tuple
〈xi, yi〉 to L. Because the true label yi will be unknown, we take an expectation
over possible class assignments k. More precisely, we can calculate φ(xi;θ) as:∑

k

P (yi = k|xi;θ)‖∇J(L ∪ 〈xi, yi = k〉;θ)‖ (7.3)

where ‖r‖ denotes the Euclidean norm of r. Note that at query time ‖∇J(L;θ)‖
should be near zero, assuming J converged during the previous iteration. Thus, we
can approximate∇J(L ∪ 〈xi, yi = k〉;θ) ≈ ∇J(〈xi, yi = k〉;θ) for efficiency.
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This approach selects instances that are likely to most perturb all model pa-
rameters θ. However, ‘deep’ neural architectures are distinguished by their multi-
layered structure, which corresponds to a large set of features distributed across
different layers in the architecture. This makes calculating the EGL computation-
ally expensive. More importantly, it is arguably incoherent to jointly consider the
expected change at different layers in the model. If we view lower levels in the
model as learning to extract features, it makes little sense to jointly maximize ex-
pected change in these features and to the parameters of the final softmax layer
that accepts these as input. Changes to the former will immediately change the
implications of perturbing the latter.

Instead, we want to select unlabeled instances that can most improve the
features learned by the model. Intuitively, it is paramount that the model learn good
(discriminative) representations; these will feed forward through the network, in
turn improving classification. In the context of sentence classification — in which
instances comprise relatively few words — we propose a querying strategy that
scores sentences using the maximum expected gradient over the words they contain.
In the case of longer texts or documents (which contain many words), it is intuitive
to strike a balance between myopically selecting instances to maximize individual
word gradients on the one hand, and considering the model’s overall uncertainty
regarding the instance on the other. We next elaborate on the methods we propose
for these two scenarios.

7.3.1 Active Sentence Classification with CNNs

EGL-word model. For sentence classification, we adopt the following as our scor-
ing function for sentence classification. For each instance (sentence) in U , we take
the expected gradient with respect to only the embeddings of its constituent words,
selecting the example that maximizes this expected embedding gradient as our mea-
sure of informativeness. Intuitively, we use a max-over-words approach to adjust
particular word embeddings that are discriminative for the task at hand. Formally,
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we define our φ(xi;θ) as:

max
j∈xi

∑
k

P (yi = k|xi;θ)‖∇JE(j)(〈xi, yi = k〉;θ)‖ (7.4)

Where we denote by ∇JE(j) the gradient of J with respect to the embedding of
word j (j ranges over the words in xi). Note that the gradient is only taken for each
word in the instance xi. The gradients for embeddings corresponding to words not
in xi are 0 and can thus be ignored; this is a computational boon because instances
tend to be sparse. Another straightforward strategy to measure the informative of a
sentence is to replace the ‘max’ operator in equation 7.4 with the average operation.
That is, instead of choosing the word with the maximum expected gradient, we can
average on the expected gradients of all the words in the sentence. But this method
does not work as well as EGL-word. We attribute this to the fact that in a short
sentence, most words are not relevant to the label of the sentence.
EGL-sm model. Whereas EGL-word focuses on parameters associated with the
lowest level in the model, we also consider the other extreme in sentence clas-
sification tasks: taking the gradient with respect to only the final softmax layer
parameters W. In this case φ(xi;θ) becomes:∑

k

P (yi = k|xi;θ)‖∇JW(〈xi, yi = k〉;θ)‖ (7.5)

where JW denotes the gradient wrt. the softmax layer.

7.3.2 Active Document Classification with CNNs

EGL-word-doc model. For longer text classification tasks, we modify the above
EGL-word variant in a few key ways. First, we normalize the gradient of each word
by dividing it by its frequency in the document. This is because in longer texts there
exist many ‘stop words’ such as ‘the’, and their gradients dominate if occurrence
counts are ignored, since there are more branches flowing back to these words dur-
ing back-propagation. Accounting for term frequencies in the gradient calculation
mitigates this issue. Second, rather than exclusively relying on the single word with
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the largest gradient to score documents, we sum over the (frequency-normalized)
gradients corresponding to the top k words. The number of top words (k) is a hyper-
parameter and will depend on the average document length in a given corpus. We
refer to this method as EGL-word-doc for document classification.2

EGL-Entropy-Beta model. In addition to the above modifications, we extend our
approach for longer text classification to jointly consider: (1) the expected updates
to word gradients (for words in the instance); and (2) the current uncertainty re-
garding the instance. For the former, we use EGL-word-doc (modified as described
above), and for the latter we use entropy (Equation 7.2). We denote the entropy
score by φEntropy and the EGL-word-doc score by φEGL-word-doc. We interpolate these
to form a composite document score.

These scores are on incomparable scales, so we normalize them by trans-
forming them into percentiles. P(i, U) is used to denote the percentile of the score
of a given instance among a pool of instances U . For example, P(i, U)=87% in-
dicates that 87% of the instances in U are smaller than i. To encode the relative
entropy score of a given instance in U , we use P(φEntropy(i), {φEntropy(j) : j ∈ U}).
We can now define our composite, interpolated scoring function which considers
feature learning and output certainty jointly:

φt(i) = γt · P(φEntropy(i), {φEntropy(j) : j ∈ U})+
(1− γt) · P(φEGL-word-doc(i), {φEGL-word-doc(j) : j ∈ U}) (7.6)

We treat the interpolation parameter γt — constrained to be between 0 and
1 — as a random variable with a temporal dependence (t indexes time, or AL it-
eration). Intuitively, we assume that at the outset of AL, the model should pay
relatively more attention to learning discriminative representations of words. As
learning progresses, focus should shift toward the higher-level uncertainty-based

2Experiments applying the same variant of EGL-word used for sentence classification does not
perform as well for longer texts. EGL-sm model also performs much worse than the other methods
in the document classification tasks, so we do not report their results.
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score. To realize this intuition, we assume γt ∼ Beta(α, βt). We decrease βt lin-
early over time (AL iterations), which has the desired effect of increasing the ex-
pectation of γt, in turn increasing the attention paid to the document level entropy
score. We found that drawing γt from a distribution yields smoother performance
compared to setting it deterministically.

7.4 Experiment

We report results on three sentence datasets and three document datasets.
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 provide key statistics for each dataset. We briefly describe each
dataset below and refer the reader to the source citations for additional details.

CR MR Subj

Pos / Neg 2406 / 1367 5331 / 5331 5000 / 5000
Avg. word count 19 20 23

Table 7.1: Statistics of sentence datasets.

MR MuR DR

Pos / Neg 1000 / 1000 1000 / 1000 23649 / 30254
lsen 21.2 16.8 15.2
ldoc 32.6 7.5 4.1

Table 7.2: Statistics of document datasets. ldoc denotes the average sentence length
in words, and ldoc denotes the average number of sentences per document.

Sentence Datasets
CR: positive / negative product reviews (Hu and Liu, 2004).3

MR: positive / negative movie reviews (Pang and Lee, 2005b).
Subj: subjective / objective sentences (Pang and Lee, 2004).4

3www.cs.uic.edu/liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html
4MR and Subj datasets are available at: http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/

pabo/movie-review-data/.
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Figure 7.1: Beta distributions over γt at t=0, t=10, t=20.

Document Datasets positive / negative classification tasks
MR: (Longer) movie reviews (Pang and Lee, 2004)5.
MuR: Music reviews (Blitzer et al., 2007).6

DR: Doctor reviews (Wallace et al., 2014b).

7.4.1 Model Configuration

We used standard pre-trained word2vec-induced vectors7 to initialize E.
As per Zhang and Wallace (Zhang and Wallace, 2015a), we used three filter heights
(3, 4, 5). For sentence and document classification tasks, we used 50 and 100 filters
of each size, respectively.8 Given our goal to explore AL strategies appropriate for
neural architectures (particularly CNNs), rather than to maximize absolute CNN
performance for new state-of-art results, we did not tune these hyperparameters.

We performed 20 rounds of batch active learning. At the outset, we provided
all learners with the same 25 instances (sampled i.i.d. at random). In subsequent

5Both MR datasets can be found online at the same URL.
6http://www.cs.jhu.edu/˜mdredze/datasets/sentiment/
7https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
8We used more filters for document classification tasks because we expect more diversity in

longer pieces of text, but we found that the performance was not sensitive to this choice in any case.
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rounds, each learner was allowed to select 25 instances from U according to their
respective querying strategies. These examples were added to L, and the models
were retrained.

For EGL-word-doc and EGL-Entropy-Beta in document classification, the
number of top words k used to calculate the score for each document was set to 3,
2 and 30 respectively for MuR, DR, and MR datasets. For EGL-Entropy-Beta, we
fixed α = 2 and initialized β = 2 as well, which implies a roughly equal weight
on embedding and uncertainty scores. We then decreased βt linearly with iterations
t. Thus γt is expected to increase over time, ascribing more weight to the entropy
score. For reference, Figure 7.1 provides illustrative empirical distributions used
for γ at three time points during AL. To reiterate, our goal was to shift from ini-
tially paying equal attention to the representation learning and instance uncertainty
criteria, to increasingly focusing on the latter (document-level uncertainty) as time
progresses.

We evaluated performance by calculating accuracy (classes are fairly bal-
anced) on a held-out test set after each round. For all but one dataset we repeated
this entire AL process 10 times, using test sets generated via 10-fold CV. The ex-
ception was the doctor reviews (‘DR’) dataset, which is comparatively large; we
therefore used a single big test set in this case. We replicated all experiments 5
times for all train/test splits, for all datasets, to account for variance. We estimated
parameters by Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012a), tuning E in back-propagation to induce
discriminative embeddings.

7.5 Results and Discussion

We now report results. For sentence classification, we use the simple variant
of our method (EGL-word) which is more appropriate for short texts (since it is
ultimately a max-operator over expected gradients for individual words). For docu-
ment classification, we also use the interpolated method, which considers expected
gains both with respect to feature learning and in terms of instance-level uncertainty
reduction. This method is more appropriate for longer texts.
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Figure 7.2: Results on the three sentence classification datasets. Top row: num-
ber of labels versus accuracy. Bottom row: number of labels versus the distance
between tuned embeddings for selected pairs of informative words (with opposite
polarity) for each dataset. The scale in this case, which captures the Euclidean
distance in the embedding space, has only relative meaning.

7.5.1 Sentence Classification Results

Figure 7.2 reports learning curves on the three sentence datasets. The pro-
posed EGL-word active learning method outperforms baseline approaches, per-
forming especially well on sentiment analysis tasks (MR and CR). We believe this
is due to our model rapidly learning more discriminative representations of words
with opposing polarities.

To further illustrate this point, Figure 7.2’s bottom row provides plots dis-
playing the Euclidean distances between selected pairs of word embeddings in-
duced using different AL strategies. In the customer review (CR) dataset, for ex-
ample, we consider the embeddings of words ‘good’ vs. ‘bad’ and see that EGL-

word quickly pushes these embeddings apart. Similarly, on the movie review (MR)
dataset, ‘fun’ and ‘boring’ are rapidly separated in embedding space. The subjec-
tivity (Subj) detection task is less clear-cut. Here we picked words ‘amusing’ and
‘their’, because ‘amusing’ strongly indicates subjectivity, while ‘their’ is plainly
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Figure 7.3: Results on the three document datasets. Top row: number of labels
versus accuracy. Bottom row: number of labels versus the distance between tuned
embeddings for selected pairs of informative words (with opposite polarity) in each
task.

Methods that explicitly consider representation/embedding parameters more
quickly push discriminative word vectors apart. Intuitively, the distances between
the contrasting word-pairs increases quickly with both of the proposed EGL
methods. However, recall that the EGL-Entropy-Beta method differs from EGL-
word-doc in interpolating entropy along with expected updates to word gradients.
As a result, we observe that EGL-Entropy-Beta method tends to shift from rising
with EGL-word-doc at the start of learning, while later merging with the distances
achieved by the Entropy method as learning progresses. This transition corresponds
to first focusing on embeddings, and then later shifting emphasis to the entropy
criterion.

neutral. As expected, EGL-word quickly pushes these apart, though less rapidly
than with the sentiment tasks.

Table 7.3 reports Area Under Curve (AUC) scores for each learning curve
from 25-500 labeled instances using trapezoidal rule (Süli and Mayers, 2003). We
normalize AUC by the maximum possible for the range: (500− 25) ∗ 1 = 475.
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EGL-word Entropy Random EGL-sm
MR 0.707 0.690 0.681 0.667
CR 0.743 0.732 0.720 0.674

Subj 0.856 0.840 0.839 0.785

Table 7.3: Area Under (learning) Curve (AUC) scores on sentence classification
datasets; bold indicates best results.

E-E-B EGL-word-doc Entropy Random
MR 0.725 0.719 0.719 0.704
DR 0.893 0.889 0.877 0.878

MuR 0.736 0.718 0.725 0.726

Table 7.4: Area Under (learning) Curves (AUC) scores on the three document
datasets. E-E-B refers to EGL-Entropy-Beta.

7.5.2 Document classification results

Figure 7.3 displays learning curves achieved on the document classification
datasets, and Table 7.4 reports the corresponding AUC scores achieved by each
method on each dataset. Overall, the EGL-Entropy-Beta outperforms other meth-
ods, demonstrating the value of explicitly selecting examples likely to improve rep-
resentation level parameters.

Results using the simple variant of EGL-word-doc are mixed. In general
it outperforms baselines only during the first several iterations of AL, but is later
outperformed by entropy-based sampling. Our intuition here is that narrowly fo-
cusing on improving feature representations provides early gains, but longer texts
require attention to be shifted to instance-level uncertainty. And indeed, the pro-
posed EGL-Entropy-Beta method consistently performs more robustly, and tends to
realize the best of both worlds, achieving rapid gains but also generally maintaining
dominance over all AL iterations.

Similar to Figure 7.2’s bottom row for sentence tasks, Figure 7.3’s bot-
tom row shows for document tasks how distances between selected word embed-
dings grow as more examples are collected. EGL-word-doc and EGL-Entropy-Beta

consistently push the representations for the selected polar word-pairs apart more
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rapidly than other methods. However, recall that the EGL-Entropy-Beta method
differs from EGL-word-doc in interpolating entropy along with expected updates to
word gradients. As a result, we observe that EGL-Entropy-Beta method tends to
shift from rising with EGL-word-doc at the start of learning, while later merging
with the distances achieved by the Entropy method as learning progresses. EGL-

Entropy-Beta thus strikes a balance between this and refining the parameters at
higher levels in the model, as evidenced by the superior classification performance
seen in the top row of Figure 7.3. Maintaining a narrow focus on embeddings only
ultimately results in comparatively poor performance in the case of document clas-
sification.

7.6 Chapter Summary

The importance of representation learning (Bengio, 2009) with neural mod-
els motivates exploring new, representation-based active learning (AL) approaches
with neural models. In this chapter, we proposed a new AL strategy for CNNs
that is specifically designed to quickly induce discriminative, task-specific repre-
sentations (word embeddings), thus improving classification. We showed that this
approach outperforms baseline AL strategies across sentence and document classi-
fication datasets considered, and that such discriminative word embeddings can be
rapidly induced.

We believe that these encouraging results will help to stimulate further re-
search on active learning tailored to deep/hierarchical architectures. Our own future
work will include generalize the similar AL strategies to other neural models such
as recurrent neural network and improving the modeling strategy for γt (the param-
eter governing relative emphasis on representation vs. instance-level uncertainty),
perhaps based on reinforcement learning. We also envision augmenting the model
to optimize instance selection in terms of refining additional intermediate layer rep-
resentations in deeper networks.
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Chapter 8

Active Transfer Learning for Neural Models

8.1 Chapter Overview

We investigate transfer learning and domain adaptation in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6 respectively, and then active learning in Chapter 7. It is then very natural
to consider combining transfer learning and active learning, that is, we are allowed
to gather some amount of labels from the target domain but at the same time, we
can train a model on a source domain which has large amount of labels. Suppose
that we could transfer the source domain model to the target domain, how to do
active learning in this situation?

In this chapter, we consider active transfer learning that does active learning
in the target domain while at the same time can adapt the model trained on the
source domain 1. Intuitively, this may be accomplished by selecting for annotation
points in the target domain that are maximally misaligned with the supervision in
the source domain. We utilize the recently proposed influence function (Koh and
Liang, 2017) to achieve this. The influence function is originally used for explaining
model prediction by discovering the most influential training point. We take a closer
examination of its use for explaining neural NLP models.

Contributions. 1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
investigate the use of influence functions for black-box (neural) models in NLP. As
many NLP tasks are structured, we extend the approach to accommodate this. 2)
We propose a novel active transfer learning strategy that uses the influence function
to identify candidate instances in the target domain for labeling.

Though our method is novel and interesting, however, empirically, we find
that it achieves very mixed results. So we do not think this method is applicable in
practice. Further thoughts are needed to make this method work.

1This chapter’s work is unpublished.
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8.2 Prior Work

There is a body of emerging work on interpreting the inner workings of
neural NLP models. Karpathy et al. (2015) performed an in-depth empirical in-
vestigation of character-based LSTM language models and performed error anal-
ysis to shed insight into the workings and limitations of RNNs. Elsewhere, Li et
al. (2015) use ‘saliency heatmaps’ to interpret the contribution to the final dispo-
sition attributable to the respective ‘compositional units’ (e.g., words). Li et al.
(2016a) subsequently used ‘feature erasion’ to highlight the contribution of indi-
vidual model components to the overall score. These efforts share the high-level of
aim of attempting to explain why the model has come to a particular prediction for
a given input. A slightly different tact was proposed by Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola
(2017): they aim to discover the dependencies between tokens in structured input-
output pair of neural models by modeling this as partitioning problem.

In terms of active transfer learning, there is some work on active transfer
(e.g., (Rai et al., 2010)). Wu et al. (2017) and Li et al. (2012) propose active transfer
learning methods specifically for linear models. There is work on transferring neu-
ral NLP models (Yang et al., 2017; Mou et al., 2016). Recent work has also inves-
tigated which source domain examples are transferable to a target domain (Ruder
and Plank, 2017). This differs from our work in the objective; they attempted to se-
lect source points to transfer, rather than actively select points in the target domain.
However, in this work we have proposed an approach for active transfer of neural
NLP models.

8.3 Influence Function and Explaining Predictions in NLP

Consider a standard supervised machine learning setting in which the goal
is to map from a given input space X to a target output space Y . We assume access
to training points z1, z2, ...zN , where zi = (xi, yi), xi ∈ X and yi ∈ Y . During
model training, the objective is to minimize the empirical loss 1

N

∑N
i=1 L(zi, θ),

where L(z, θ) is the loss for point z, and θ are model parameters. The empirical
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loss minimizer is defined as θ̂ = argminθ
1
N

∑N
i=1 L(zi, θ).

Given fitted model parameters θ̂, we can make a prediction for a test point
ztest and calculate a corresponding loss L(ztest, θ̂). One means of realizing post-hoc
model interpretability of the explanation by example variety (Lipton, 2016) is to
identify the training point that most influenced the prediction for a particular test
point ztest. This training example may be characterized as either helpful (when it
nudges the model toward the correct prediction for ztest) or harmful (when it does
the opposite). A naive approach to identifying such points would be to remove each
training point in turn and retrain the model, observing any induced changes in loss
on ztest. But this method is hopelessly inefficient.

Koh and Liang (2017) recently proposed using the influence function to pro-
vide a closed-form derivation of the change in loss w.r.t. a test point ztest that would
be induced, were one to increase zi’s training instance weight prior to retraining2:

I(zi, ztest) = ∇θL(ztest, θ̂)
TH−1

θ̂
∇θL(zi, θ̂) (8.1)

Where L(zi, θ̂) is the loss function of training point zi under the empirical loss min-
imizer θ̂,∇ denotes the gradient, andHθ̂ is the Hessian matrix: 1

N

∑N
i=1∇2

θL(zi, θ̂).
A large influence function value implies that upweighting zi would decreaseL(ztest, θ̂).
Thus the larger I(zi, ztest), the more helpful zi w.r.t. ztest; a large magnitude negative
value implies a harmful training instance.

To efficiently calculate the inverse Hessian vector product in Eq. 8.1, the
conjugate gradient method (Martens, 2010) can be used.

Influence functions provide machinery for interpreting black-box models
(including deep neural networks), but they were originally proposed for applica-
tion to image data, and only tangentially applied to text (Koh and Liang, 2017). It
is not immediately clear how well the approach might generalize to problems in
language. Will ‘influential’ training texts be meaningful (or useful)?

In this section, we report experiments investigating the applicability and util-

2To ease interpretation we have defined the influence function here as the negative of the deriva-
tive of the test loss w.r.t. changes in the weighting of zi; thus a large influence function value implies
a helpful training example. In the original derivation (Koh and Liang, 2017), this was reversed.
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Train Test AVG LSTM
MR 9555 1107 75.88 78.59

Table 8.1: Sentence count in the movie review (MR) sentiment dataset, and test
accuracy (%) achieved by AVG and LSTM models on it.

ity of influence functions for text classification and sequence tagging . Rather than
improving state-of-the-art predictive performance on these tasks, here our goal is

to illustrate the influence function as a means of explaining the predictions of arbi-

trary neural models. Our results suggest that influence functions are indeed useful
for language tasks and may facilitate inspection and debugging of neural NLP mod-
els. In Section 8.4 we introduce a novel active transfer learning strategy that uses
the influence function to identify domain mismatch between source and target in-
stances.

8.3.1 Text Classification

We consider binary (sentiment) classification, selecting two models that are
representative of modern neural architectures. The first is a simple continuous bag-
of-words (CBOW) approach, in which we average the embeddings of the words
comprising a text. This aggregate vector is then fed to a softmax layer. We will
refer to this model as ‘AVG’. For a second model, we pass a bi-directional LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) (using a hidden state vector dimensionality of
64) over texts, feeding the hidden state output from the last time step to a softmax
layer.

Next, we experiment with the use of influence functions on a simple senti-
ment classification task, using a corpus of movie reviews (MR) (Pang et al., 2002).
For this we manually set aside 1/10th of the data for testing.3 Table 8.1 reports
dataset statistics and the accuracy achieved by AVG and LSTM models. Note that
the class distribution here is balanced. For each test instance, we can use Eq. 8.1 to
calculate the influence of each training point w.r.t. test predictions (e.g., to identify

3We randomly select ∼20% of the training data to be used as the development set; this is used to
inform early stopping.
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Test sentence (classified as negative; true label positive): Narc may not get an ‘A’ for
originality, but it wears its b-movie heritage like a badge of honor.
Most harmful training sentence (LSTM) (label negative): The original wasn’t a good
movie but this remake makes it look like a masterpiece!
Nearest neighbor (LSTM) (label negative): The locale ... remains far more interesting
than the story at hand.

Table 8.2: A misclassified movie review (MR) sentence and corresponding ‘most
harmful’ training point, as identified via the influence function.

helpful and harmful training points).
Another straightforward way of finding related and potentially ‘responsible’

training points would be to retrieve the nearest neighbors of the test point in the
learned embedding space that precedes the output layer (e.g., using the Euclidean
distance). In AVG, this is the CBOW embedding of an instance. In the LSTM
model, this is the output at the last time step (the penultimate layer). Koh and Liang
(2017) demonstrated that for images, points identified as responsible for the pre-
dictions made for test instances via the influence function differ from those that are
simply nearby in the embedding space, i.e., influence differs from mere similarity.
Does this hold for language data?

To investigate, we plot influence function values against Euclidean distances
in Figure 8.1. For this analysis, we randomly select one correctly and one incor-
rectly classified test point (movie review). Figure 8.1a shows the former, and Fig-
ure 8.1b shows the latter. The true label of both reviews was positive. For the
LSTM, we plot influence function values against Euclidean distances between the
test and the training points, using the final hidden state representations induced at
the penultimate layer of the LSTM (left column of Figure). For the AVG model,
we plot the influence function vs. the distance to each training point under CBOW
representations (right column of Figure). In all subplots, blue x’s are positive and
yellow triangles are negative.

We observe in Figure 8.1 that in the simple AVG model, training points
far away from the test points in CBOW space exert almost zero influence (right
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column). This implies that AVG behaves much like a nearest neighbor method.
By contrast, in the LSTM there is less correlation between influence and distance:
training points far away (in the induced representation extracted from the penulti-
mate layer) can still be influential, and many nearby points impart little to no influ-
ence (left column). A second observation is that in AVG, positive training points
close to the test point are uniformly helpful, and negative training points close to
the test point are all harmful, regardless of whether the prediction is correct or not
(right column). In contrast, when the LSTM makes a correct prediction, some neg-
ative training points are helpful, and when LSTM makes a misclassification, some
positive training points are harmful.

To illustrate use of the influence function for debugging neural text clas-
sification models, Table 8.2 shows an incorrectly classified positive movie review
alongside its (1) most harmful training point, identified via the influence function,
and (2) nearest neighbor in the training set (both w.r.t. the LSTM model). The
harmful sentence found via the influence function suggests that the model may have
erroneously learned to categorize instances of the sentence pattern negative + but +
positive as negative, suppressing the positive sentiment after but. The harmful sen-
tence differs substantially from simply taking the nearest neighbor. The influence
function may allow us to pick up on subtle causes of misclassifications.

Train Dev Test
CoNLL 14987 3466 3684
Twitter 1900 240 254

Table 8.3: Number of sentences in the train, dev and test splits of the CoNLL 2003
and Twitter NER corpora used in sequence tagging experiments.

8.3.2 Sequence Tagging

We now turn to debugging structured (sequence tagging) models. For this
we use character-augmented bi-directional LSTM (Lample et al., 2016) on two
datasets: (1) the CoNLL 2003 named entity recognition (NER) corpus (Tjong
Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003); and (2) a Twitter NER dataset (Ritter et al.,
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(b) Positive movie review, incorrectly predicted to be negative.

Figure 8.1: The relationship between influence function values and distances be-
tween embedded instances. For test point ztest, we show a scatter plot of the influ-
ence function of each training point w.r.t. ztest against the Euclidean distances be-
tween these. Blue x’s and yellow ∆’s denote positive and negative training points,
respectively.

2011). The former has a standard train/dev/test split, and we created analogous
splits for the latter. We report corpus statistics in Table 8.3. CoNLL includes four
entity types: location (LOC), person (PER), organization (ORG), and miscella-

neous (MISC). The Twitter corpus defines ten types: person, geo-location, facility,
company, product, tv show, film, music artist, sports team, and other. For both, we
follow the beginning (B), inside (I) and outside (O) tagging scheme, in which ‘B’,
and ‘I’ denote tokens that begin and continue entity spans, and ‘O’ indicates that a
token is outside of an entity.
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Test instance: Jaegal (B-PER, B-PER) Sung-Yeol (I-MISC, I-PER) (South Korea) 37.46; 3.
Harmful training instance: Millns (B-MISC), who toured Australia with England A in 1992/93
, replaces former England all-rounder Phillip DeFreitas as Boland ’s overseas professional.
Test instance: So far this year Zywiec (B-LOC, B-ORG), whose full name is Zaklady Pi-
wowarskie w Zywcu SA, has netted six million zlotys on sales of 224 million zlotys .
Harmful training instance: Index heavyweights Elf and Rhone Poulenc both ended slightly
weaker while active Eurotunnel (B-LOC) was unchanged on nearly a million shares traded .
Test instance: Trade and Industry Secretary Ian Lang added that even if the conditions were
met by both airlines, final clearance would hinge on an open skies deal between Britain and
the United (B-LOC, B-LOC) States (I-LOC, I-LOC) to liberalise trans-Atlantic air traffic, which
would create greater competition on the routes.
Harmful training instance: The man drew attention to himself in the North (B-PER) Island
(I-PER) town of Tauranga while trying to reverse his car out of a pothole on Saturday night.

Table 8.4: Three selected test entities in the CoNLL 2003 NER dataset and cor-
responding most harmful training entities identified by the influence function. For
each test entity, we report both its predicted and ‘true’ label (ŷ, y). The first two
examples show a test entity tagged incorrectly by the model while the last example
shows a test entity tagged correctly. For readability, we have normalized casing.

For the LSTM, we set the character embedding dimensionality to 100, and
initialize weights via Xavier initialization (Glorot and Bengio, 2010). We set the
dimensionality of the hidden layers to 300 and 100, for the word and character-
level LSTMs, respectively. Tag predictions are made via a softmax layer directly
connected to the hidden state vectors.4 This model achieves ∼88% chunk level F1
on the CoNLL test set, and 58% chunk level F1 on Twitter test set.

Koh and Liang (2017) considered only unstructured (i.e., classification) set-
tings, but many tasks in NLP are structured. We now describe ways to calculate the
influence function in such cases.

Denote the ith training sentence by zi, and the jth token in the sentence
by zi,j . Similarly, denote by ztest,t the tth token in the test sentence. To explain
the predicted tags for a given test sentence, we consider two natural approaches:
(1) treat the total loss on the complete test sentence as a whole; and (2) calculate
influence w.r.t. individual constituent predicted entity spans. For (1), the influence

4We opt not to connect a Conditional Random Field (CRF) layer (Lample et al., 2016) for the
sake of simplicity.
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of training sentence zi on ztest, I(zi, ztest), is:

∇θ

∑
t

L(ztest,t, θ̂)
TH−1

θ̂
∇θ

∑
j

L(zi,j, θ̂) (8.2)

For (2), we consider each tagged entity in the test sentence independently; this
affords insight into what influenced specific tag predictions. For each tagged en-
tity, we calculate the influence function and retrieve the most influential annotated
named entities (rather entire sequences) in the training set. Specifically, we denote
a predicted entity ztest,T in the test sentence spanning a set of token position indices
T , and an entity in a training sentence defined by token position indicies J . Then,
the influence function of the training entity w.r.t. the test entity, I(zi,J , ztest,T ), is

∇θ

∑
t∈T

L(ztest,t, θ̂)
TH−1

θ̂
∇θ

∑
j∈J

L(zi,j, θ̂) (8.3)

This effectively treats each entity within a sentence as a separate instance. In prac-
tice, we also include tokens immediately adjacent to a given entity to incorporate
transition factors. We believe Eq. 8.3 is more intuitive than Eq. 8.2 and report results
using this variant.

Harmful training entities identified via the influence function may be prob-
lematic or mislabeled. We present a few illustrative examples from the CoNLL cor-
pus in Table 8.4, pairing each test entity with the training entity inferred to be most
responsible for the loss corresponding to these predictions. Consider the harmful
training example corresponding to the first example in the table: here ‘Millns’ is
labeled as a MISC entity. However, it clearly refers to a person (PER). The influ-
ence function has identified this error as being responsible for the mislabeling of
‘Sung-Yeol’ as MISC (rather than the correct PER).

The second row in Table 8.4 shows a similar case. Here ‘Eurotunnel’ is er-
roneously labeled in the CoNLL dataset as a location (LOC), but actually refers to
an organization (ORG). This error is responsible for the analogous mislabeling of
‘Zywiec’ (PER) in the test set as a LOC. Finally, in the last example, ‘United States’
is correctly tagged by the model (as a LOC). However, even for correct predictions,
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the influence function still facilitates inspection of harmful training instances, i.e.,
training examples that nudged the model away from the correct prediction. Again
this identifies a mislabeled entity in the CoNLL set: ‘North Island’, a LOC is incor-
rectly labeled as a PER.

The preceding examples suggest that by identifying training points respon-
sible for misclassifications, one may efficiently improve the quality of annotated
data. We now capitalize on this intuition by proposing a method for active transfer
learning.

8.4 Active Transfer Learning via the Influence Function

In this section, we consider an active transfer setting in which we aim to
train a model in a target domain T , given: (1) access to a related, labeled source
corpus S; and (2) a limited budget with which to acquire annotations in T . The aim
is then to exploit S to maximize performance on T under the budgetary constraints.
The influence function provides a natural mechanism for selecting target points to
annotate. Specifically: we can pseudo-label points in T , train a model on these
pseudo-annotations, and then re-label S. The labels for the latter are known, and
so we can calculate the induced loss; the influence function then facilitates iden-
tification of the most ‘harmful’ points in T , w.r.t. S; these are prime targets for
annotation.

More formally, suppose we have access to a source dataset S = {zs0, zs1, ...zs|S|},
where zsi denotes an instance/label tuple (xsi , y

s
i ). Now consider a target corpus

T = {zt0, zt1, ...zt|T |}; to begin, we assume we have access only to instances xti, no
yti , but have a modest budget to collect annotations in T . How should we spend it?

Define a model f parameterized by θ. We first fit this on the source do-
main: θ̂S ← arg minθ

∑
zsi∈S
L(f(xsi |θ), ysi ) producing a trained model fθS . Next

we ‘pseudo annotate’ all target instances with fθS , yielding T̂ = {ẑt0, ẑt1, ...ẑt|T |},
where ẑti = (xti, ŷ

t
i) and ŷti is the prediction from fθS . The quality of these pseudo-

annotations will depend on the correspondence between S and T . The idea is to
exploit the available labels in S using the influence function.
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Figure 8.2: Active transfer via the influence function. Labels in S are known; those
in T are not.

Concretely, we next use the induced pseudo annotations to train a model
in T : θ̂T ← arg minθ

∑
ẑti∈T̂
L(f(xti|θ), ŷti). We will denote this model by fθT .

This has distilled the signal gleaned from the source corpus, as applied to the target
corpus. Next we apply fθT to all instances in the source dataset, yielding predictions
{ŷs0, ŷs1, ...ŷs|S|}. Denote the source training set with the prediction from fθT as Ŝ =

{ẑs0, ẑs1, ...ẑs|S|}, where each ẑsi is a tuple (xsi , ŷ
s
i ). For each we can calculate the

loss under the true (known) label. For source instance i, the loss realized can be
expressed as: L(ŷsi , y

s
i ). Large losses imply that the pseudo annotations for the

responsible training instances were incorrect, i.e., that the transfer process failed in
this case. Actively correcting these should afford rapid identification of what can
and what cannot be transfered from S to T . This motivates the use of influence
functions to identify the influential pseudo target points w.r.t the pseudo source
points. Concretely, we calculate the total loss over S under fθT :

Ls(θ̂T ) =

|S|∑
i=0

L(ŷsi , y
s
i , θ̂
T ) (8.4)

Then we use Eq. 8.1 to calculate the influence of each target point (assuming its
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pseudo label) on the loss incurred over S as follows.

I(ẑti , Ŝ) = ∇θL(ẑti , θ̂
T )H−1

θ̂T
∇θLs(θ̂T ) (8.5)

The above process applies to the simple binary classification task. For se-
quence tagging tasks such as NER, we consider each individual entity as an instance
as Eq. 8.3. Then for each of named entity in the pseudo target set, we calculate the
influence function:

I(ẑti,j, Ŝ) = ∇θT L(ẑti,j, θ̂
T )H−1

θ̂T
∇θT Ls(θ̂T ) (8.6)

where ẑti,j denotes the jth pseudo annotated entity in the ith target training sen-
tence, and L(ẑti,j, θ̂

T ) is the total loss of all the tokens in the jth entity. The smaller
I(ẑti , Ŝ) is, the more harmful the pseudo annotated target point is to the source
point, indicating domain mismatch. Our strategy is thus to select the most harmful
points for annotation. In the sequence tagging case, this is a bit more complicated,
because loss is calculated w.r.t. source and (pseudo-labeled) target entities.

Note that this strategy is not necessarily restricted to transfer learning situa-
tion. But data points from two different domains tend to have more mismatch than
points from the same points. Since influence function can help find domain mis-
match, it is more suitable for the domain transfer scenario than the generic active
learning.

Algorithm 2 Active Transfer Learning via the Influence Function
1: Train model fθS on source domain data S
2: Use fθS to pseudo label target domain, obtaining pseudo target points T̂
3: Train a model fθT on T̂
4: Use fθT to predict labels on S , obtaining predicted source set Ŝ
5: Use Eq. 8.5 to calculate the influence of each pseudo labeled target point on Ŝ
6: Pick the k most harmful pseudo labeled target points and annotate them
7: Transfer learning: fine-tune fθS on the k labeled target points =0

In practice, rather than picking one single instance, we identify the k most
harmful points for annotation, where k reflects a budget. We then perform transfer
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learning using the model trained on the source domain fθS and these k target points.
Our work follows the simple transfer learning strategy in (Mou et al., 2016):

fine-tine fθS using the selected k target points. We summarize the proposed active
sampling and transfer learning strategy in Figure 8.2 and Algorithm 2.

We note that there are three other obvious transfer learning setups. One
could: (1) train on both the source and selected target points, initializing the model
with fθS ; (2) train a randomly initialized model jointly on both source and available
target points; or (3) define source and target networks that comprise both shared
and independent parameters (Bousmalis et al., 2016; Daumé III, 2009; Yang et al.,
2017), then train the common network on both the source and target data while
training the shared network only on the respective data. This network is initialized
randomly.

We explored all three of these alternative baselines but none achieved sig-
nificant gains over simply fine-tuning fθS using target data. All variants outperform
training the model on only target data after random initialization (i.e., transfer learn-
ing outperforms learning sans transfer). We also note that our focus here is not the
transfer learning strategy, but rather the sampling strategy in transfer learning: how
to collect better target points to label to expedite the transfer learning process. Our
proposed sampling method can be applied to any transfer learning method.

8.5 Experiments

We conduct experiments on text classification (sentiment analysis), sequence
tagging (NER), and multi-genre natural language inference tasks. For all, we as-
sume that initially there are no target training points available, and that we have
access to only a small annotation budget, sufficient to acquire k labeled instances
in the target domain, collected according to Algorithm 2.

Baselines. We compare the proposed influence approach to a few alternative
sampling methods (scoring function): 1) Random (i.i.d.) sampling; 2) Uncertainty
sampling (i.e., entropy): selecting target points with the highest score, as evaluated
under fθS (entropy); 3) (Rai et al., 2010)’s active transfer method using ‘domain
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classifier’ entropy (DC-entropy); 4) least similar representation, we calculate the
Euclidean distance between each pair of labeled instance and target unlabeled in-
stance in the final representation layer, and then for each unlabeled instance, calcu-
late the minimum distance across all labeled instances as the scoring function. The
active learner should should those least similar points (with maximum minimum
distance to the labeled points). With uncertainty sampling in the NER task, we cal-
culate the entropy as a sum of constituent token entropies. When using (Rai et al.,
2010)’s method, we first train a ‘domain classifier’ (which discriminates between
source and target points). Then, during sampling we apply the entropy strategy only
on the target training points correctly classified as target points by the domain clas-
sifier (DC-entropy). In the sequence tagging task, the domain classifier is trained
by feeding the last time step of LSTM into a softmax classifier. We note that there
are other active transfer learning methods (Wu et al., 2017; Li et al., 2012) designed
for certain type of linear classifiers, but can’t be directly applied to neural models.

In all sets of experiments below, we vary the simulated budget k from 50
instances to 20% of the total available target training set instances.

8.5.1 Active Transfer: Text Classification

For text classification, we perform multiple sets of experiments. First, we
do document classification. We use source and target reviews from different do-
mains (Blitzer et al., 2007) that have been traditionally investigated for transfer
learning for sentiment analysis. In transfer learning, the model fθS is the same
LSTM architecture used in Section 8.3. The model trained on the pseudo-annotated
target set, fθT , is a bi-gram logistic regression model.

Figure 8.3 reports transfer results (learning curves) averaged over 5 runs
for some pairs. Unfortunately, we find that for document classification, the active
learning is hard to make progress in the transfer setting. Though the initialization
point might be helpful compared to not using transfer learning, the learning curve
is hardly increasing. We also find the domain classifier can achieve almost 100%
accuracy, so it has the same performance as the simple entropy method. We won’t
report their curve in the following results.
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Figure 8.3: Target domain accuracy (y-axis) of transfer learning for document clas-
sification using LSTM with varying annotation budget (x-axis) for the influence
function approach (‘Inf’) vs. 3 baselines.

Different than document classification, LSTM on short sentence classifica-
tion in transfer learning setting works better. We use movie review, customer re-
view and subjectivity detection dataset as the source or target domain. The results
are shown in Figure 8.4. The corresponding AUC scores are shown in Table 8.5.

We also experiment with CNN for sentence classification using the above
dataset. The results are shown in Figure 8.5, and the corresponding AUC scores are
shown in Table 8.6.
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Figure 8.4: Target domain accuracy (y-axis) of transfer learning for short sentence
classification using LSTM with varying annotation budget (x-axis) for the influence
function approach (‘Inf’) vs. 3 baselines.

8.5.2 Active Transfer: Sequence Tagging

We conduct two sets of experiments on sequence tagging corpora: transfer
from CoNLL to Twitter (‘C to T’) and vice versa (‘T to C’). For fθS , we use the
same LSTM model as described above (8.3.2); we also use this model as fθT . As
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Random Entropy Least Similar Influence
cr to mr 0.942 0.960 0.972 0.966
mr to cr 0.951 0.947 0.951 0.964

mr to subj 0.892 0.874 0.774 0.903
subj to mr 0.866 0.781 0.848 0.803
cr to subj 0.926 0.924 0.919 0.924
subj to cr 0.932 0.930 0.935 0.942

Table 8.5: Area Under learning Curves for sentence classification achieved using
active transfer methods with LSTM (corresponding to Fig. 8.3).

Random Entropy Least Similar Influence
cr to mr 0.964 0.962 0.969 0.973
mr to cr 0.944 0.955 0.909 0.959

subj to cr 0.905 0.924 0.894 0.924
cr to subj 0.905 0.922 0.788 0.983
mr to subj 0.961 0.972 0.788 0.983
subj to mr 0.958 0.913 0.942 0.929

Table 8.6: Area under learning curves for sentence classification achieved using
active transfer methods with CNN (corresponding to Fig. 8.5).

mentioned above, the Twitter dataset defines 10 types. For this work, we map these
onto the 5 CoNLL corpus types as follows: person 7→ person, geo-location 7→
location, company 7→ organization, facility 7→ misc, product 7→ misc, music artist

7→ person, movie 7→ misc, sports team 7→ organization, tv show 7→ misc, and other

7→ misc.5

Figure 8.6 shows learning curves results averaged over 5 runs. Table
8.7 shows the (normalized) mean AUC of each method. The result is mixed: for
CoNLL to Twitter, the influence function method is the best most of time, but for
Twitter to CoNLL, the influence function is worse than entropy approach.

8.5.3 Active Transfer: Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference

We perform experiments on multi-genre natural language inference (MultiNLI)
tasks, and use Multi-Genre NLI corpus (Williams et al., 2017). In this corpus, each

5The influence function requires the two domains to share the same label space.
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Figure 8.5: Target domain accuracy (y-axis) of active transfer learning for text clas-
sification (i.e., sentiment analysis) using CNN with varying annotation budget (x-
axis) for the influence function approach (‘Inf’) vs. 3 baselines.

Random Entropy Least Similar Influence
C to T 0.827 0.850 0.842 0.873
T to C 0.960 0.986 0.817 0.977

Table 8.7: AUCs for sequence tagging (NER) achieved by different active transfer
learning strategies (corresponding to Fig. 8.6). ‘C to T’ denotes transferring from
CoNLL to Twitter, while ‘T to C’ denotes the reverse.
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Figure 8.6: Target domain F1-score (y-axis) of transfer learning for sequence tag-
ging (i.e., NER) with varying annotation budget (x-axis) for the influence function
approach (‘Inf’) vs. the 3 baselines.

example in the consists of a pair of sentences, and the model should predict whether
the relationship between the two sentences is entailment, neutral or contradiction

as a three-class classification problem. The corpus contains five genres: fiction,
government, slate, telephone and travel. We use CBOW model as described in
(Williams et al., 2017).

We show some experimental results using some pairs in Figure 8.7. The
corresponding AUC scores for the learning curve are shown in Table 8.8. As we can
see from the learning curves, there is a large variance in the performance. Although
the starting point is better than random initialization, the performance sometimes
drops down a lot after some increase. For example, in ‘government to travel’, when
there are 3,000 target labels, the accuracy of the influence function method can
achieve about 52.5%, but when there are 4,000 target points, the accuracy decreases
to about 45.5%, even lower than the beginning. Although the influence function
method does the best most of time from Table 8.8 in terms of the AUC score, their
learning curves are quite mixed compared with other methods from Figure 8.7. For
example, in ‘fiction to travel’, the influence function method is the worst among all
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Figure 8.7: Active transfer learning curve for MultiNLI. y-axis is target domain
F1-score and x-axis is the number of labeled target instances.

the methods when the number of target instances reaches 12,000.

8.5.4 Failure analysis and possible improvement

From the above figures and tables, we can see that influence function based
active transfer learning outperforms strong baselines in some cases, but this result
is not consistent. In some other cases it does worse than entropy and random sam-
pling, such as when transferring subjectivity to movie review in Figure 8.4. We
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Random Entropy Least Similar Influence
G to T 0.955 0.953 0.913 0.927
T to G 0.965 0.974 0.942 0.979
T to F 0.970 0.980 0.910 0.983
F to T 0.963 0.976 0.960 0.976

TE to F 0.978 0.984 0.968 0.991
TE to T 0.942 0.954 0.932 0.963

Table 8.8: AUCs for MultiNLI achieved by different active transfer learning strate-
gies (corresponding to Fig. 8.7). ‘G’ is government. ‘T’ is travel. ‘F’ is fiction.
‘TE’ is telephone

also observe large variance in most learning curves. This might be caused by ini-
tialization using a good source model. Though the source model can provide a
better starting point in the learning curve, it is harder for the target model to make
fast and consistent progress based on that. One explaination is that the model gets
trapped in a bad local area, and fine-tuning fails to help it escape away from that
local area. This might motivate using a better initialization method. One possible
solution would be using a source model less fitted to the source data, so that it is
easier for the fine-tuning process to push the model away from the local optimum
of the source model.

One limitation of our method is its problematic use of the influence func-
tion. The assumption of the influence function only holds when the loss function is
convex (Koh and Liang, 2017). When the loss is not convex, such as in the neural
networks case, it needs to be calculated approximatedly. In our case, we first train
the whole neural networks and then freeze the layers before the softmax layer and
then fine-tune the softmax layer. In this way, the neural layers can be viewed as
a feature extractor for the softmax layer which is itself convex. When calculating
the influence function, we only use softmax layer parameters. But this process is
only approximating what the influence function truly wants to discover. The mis-
aligned target points identified by the influence function in this way might not be
the exact ones that are most harmful to the target model. It is worth studying how
to more accurately identify responsible training points using influence function for
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neural models. One possible alternative way of calculating the influence function is
that after further fine-tuning softmax layer parameters on top of frozen lower lay-
ers, including all parameters of the neural model into calculation of the influence
function. Another possible way of overcoming the non-convex issue is modifying
the Hessian in Equation 8.1. For example, one could add some damping term to the
Hessian matrix to make it positive definite to avoid the non-convex problem.

Another drawback of our method is that it is estimating the mismatch be-
tween each target point and the whole source set in Equation 8.1. Using all the
source points to calculate the influence function would easily result in an average
effect when selecting the harmful target points. An alternative option is to only
consider those source points that have higher loss calculated from the target model.
For example, we could set a threshold on the loss value and remove source points
that have lower loss. In other words, we first pick misaligned source instances with
the target, and then for these source instances we pick corresponding harmful target
points. This might result in more misaligned target points.

Currently, we use two independent models for the source and the target. That
is, the source model is exclusively used for transferring to the target, while the target
model is only used for finding harmful target points. This might be problematic be-
cause which target points are maximally misaligned with the source largely depend
on how the target model performs. But the target model’s performance is loosely
connected to the source model. It might be worth trying to more closely couple
these two models. For example, the two models could share part of the parameters
to more directly influence each other.

Specifically for NER models, we can see from Figure 8.6 that the influence
function does not help compared to the entropy method. When calculating the
influence function for NER models, we currently only consider the loss on named
entities, but ignore the loss on the other tokens. This might be a problem since all the
words in the sequence contribute to the loss and in turn affect the influence function
value. So it might be worth trying incorporating all the tokens when calculating the
influence function or considering the length of each sequence. Another problem
of our method is that the target sequence model is an LSTM which again is non-
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convex. It might be worth trying some other convex function such as conditional
random field as the target model. Or similarly as in the general text classification
case, after training LSTMs, keep fine-tuning the top softmax layer while freezing
lower layers. In this way, the LSTM layers are feature extractors and the softmax
classifier is a convex function.

8.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed using the recently derived influence func-

tion to debug and transfer neural NLP models. We qualitatively demonstrated that
the influence function generalizes to language tasks. We then modified the influence
function to accommodate sequence tagging, specifically by deriving a variant that
provides the influence of specific train spans (e.g., entities) on a given test span. We
showed that one can use this approach to identify problematic/mislabeled instances
in an NER task.

Next, we propose a novel active transfer learning strategy for text classifi-
cation, sequence tagging and multiNLI that uses the influence function to identify
target points that seem misaligned with the source corpus. However, from the ex-
perimental results, we can see that this method sometimes does worse than other
baseline approaches. Overall, we think that this method is not applicable given its
overall mixed performance. This is possibly caused by the approximatedly calcu-
lated influence function or the estimation of the mismatch between the source and
the target. We claim that more future research on this method is necessary to get it
to work.
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Chapter 9

Active Learning with Pre-trained BERT

9.1 Chapter Overview

In the last chapter, we discuss active transfer learning where we initialize the
model with a pre-trained model from a source domain and perform active learning
based on that1. But another more prevailing transfer learning method is using pre-
trained language models. Pre-trained language models (LMs) such as the Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representations from Transformer (BERT) have recently afforded
impressive gains across a variety of NLP tasks. Such models have the potential to
allow rapid adaptation to new domains, as one needs only to fine-tune parameters,
rather than learning them from scratch. In this chapter we set out to investigate
whether we can further economize annotation effort via AL. Does combining AL
with LM pre-training offer efficiency gains over using either strategy alone? We
explore standard AL heuristics and strategies specifically designed for adapting
BERT to text classification and sequence tagging tasks. We find that AL affords
rapid adaptation of deep pre-trained LMs, and that using AL heuristics designed for
deep LMs tends to offer the strongest gains.

9.2 Prior Work

For prior work on active learning, we refer the reader to Chapter 7. This
section mainly reviews prior works on pre-training deep neural NLP models.

In more recent efforts, researchers in NLP have begun to seriously inves-
tigate unsupervised pre-training methods, thus exploiting an effectively unlimited
volume of available data (i.e., text). This can be used to train a deep, highly pa-
rameterized language model, which can then be fine-tuned with whatever data is
available for a particular target task. For instance, ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) com-

1This chapter’s work is unpublished.
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bines token embeddings with L layer bi-directional LSTM output vectors in a single
vector as a weighted sum, and learns the linear weight during the fine-tuning on a
target task. In this way, ELMo can capture contextual information of words.

Howard and Ruder (2018b) proposed a Universal Language Model Fine-
tuning (ULMFiT). They first pre-train an LSTM-based language model. They then
fine-tune this model on target data using a discriminative fine-tuning procedure that
treats different layers of LSTMs differently during estimation, in particularly by as-
sociating individual learning rates with different layers. Their approach then grad-
ually unfreezes each layer during fine-tuning of the model for the target task.

Radford et al. uses a transformer decoder (Vaswani et al., 2017; Liu et al.,
2018) in place of LSTM to train a language model. Transformer is a multi-layer
self-attention network that captures the long range interaction between each pair of
tokens in the sentence (Vaswani et al., 2017). Later during fine-tuning, they add
task-specific input transformations for each task, and feed that into the pre-trained
transformer. Finally, they add a linear softmax layer on top of the transformer
output. Devlin et al. (2018) also uses transformer to do the pre-training, but they
propose a novel unsupervised training. They randomly mask 15% input tokens in
the sentence, and predict these masked tokens as the target using transformer. They
also introduce a next sentence prediction task by predicting whether the second
sentence is the next sentence of the first sentence. All of these works aim to pre-
train models that yield good representations for arbitrary downstream tasks, so that
in turn it will be easier to adapt light-weight models that consume these (e.g., a
single dense layer with a softmax for classification). We will use this property of
the pre-trained language model in our active learning approach.

9.3 AL with BERT (Active BERT)

9.3.1 Preliminaries on BERT

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) uses a multi-layer transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) encoder to pre-train a masked language model. During pre-training, ∼15%
of all wordpiece tokens (Wu et al., 2016a) in the sentence are randomly masked.
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The transformer attempts to reconstruct the entire input sequence, i.e., predict the
masked tokens via a linear layer with parametersWLM. BERT is additionally trained
via a second objective related to predicting the next sentence.

Fine-tuning BERT for classification simply entails adding a task-specific
softmax layer on top of the transformer output, and fine-tuning all parameters. Note
that in the fine-tuning process, the parameters WLM for predicting masked tokens
are ignored. However, below we propose a scoring function that will use the com-
plete pre-trained model (includingWLM) as a means to measure the quality of target
instance representations.

9.3.2 BERT for Active Learning

Our first aim in this work is to explore whether active learning e.g., uncer-
tainty sampling is useful for BERT. This is worth investigating because when the
target training data is limited, it is possible that BERT is overfit on the large unsu-
pervised corpus and hard to transfer on the target data. So it is interesting to see
how the model performs when there is small target training data and whether active
learning is helpful compared to the naive random sampling.

In addition to exploring the aforementioned scoring function, we propose
a new method that tries to utilize the property of BERT. BERT can first extract
a representation for the text instance through the pre-trained transformer network.
This representation can be viewed as a feature representation, which is then fed
into a task-specific softmax layer. If the feature representation is good, then the
softmax layer can also be learned easily. Otherwise, it is difficult for the softmax
layer to adapt itself on top of bad features. So in AL, we tend to choose those text
instances already with good representation, so that the learner can quickly train a
better softmax layer.

To evaluate the representation of the instance (how good the feature repre-
sent is), we follow BERT’s pre-training step (Devlin et al., 2018). For each un-
labeled instance xi in U , we randomly mask approximately 15% input tokens, and
calculate the probability of these masked token as output using the pre-trained trans-
former. The masked perplexity for the instance is the average masked token loss,
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denoted by φmasked perplexity. During active learning, we tend to choose those points
with lower perplexity indicating that the transformer already extracts a good rep-
resentation for the softmax layer. Note that in this instance selection phase, the
projection layer WLM in masked language model is used to evaluate the probability
of each masked token. In the training phase, it is still discarded, and only the trans-
former and softmax parameters get trained. So after the transformer gets fine-tuned
in the first iteration of AL, WLM (not trained during fine-tuning) will be inconsis-
tent with the transformer. We thus can’t totally rely on it. So the scoring function is
defined as an interpolation between entropy and perplexity.

φ = φentropy + λ(1− φmasked perplexity) (9.1)

To make entropy and masked perplexity comparable, we normalize entropy and
perplexity to the range between 0 and 1 by dividing by their respective maximum
value in the current iteration. λ is set to the reverse of the number of AL iterations,
such that as the learning goes, the perplexity will have smaller weight. Since we
want to choose instances with lower masked perplexity, we minus it from 1.

Note that one alternative thought might be choosing instances with bad rep-
resentation through the transformer to let the learner improve on these instances.
However, we find that it is hard for the large pre-trained transformer to get im-
proved with limited training data. So instead, we pick instances that already has
good representations in order to improve the softmax layer.

9.4 Experiments

We perform experiments on standard text classification and sequence label-
ing (NER) tasks. For the former, we use the following corpora: Movie reviews
(MR) (Pang and Lee, 2005b), customer reviews (CR) (Hu and Liu, 2004), The
Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability (COLA) (Warstadt et al., 2018), Subjectivity
Detection (Subj) (Pang and Lee, 2004), question classification (TREC) (Li and
Roth, 2002), and opinion mining (MPQA). For NER, we use the CoNLL named
entity recognition (NER) task (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003), a Twitter
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#train #eval
MR 9603 1059
CR 3388 387
TREC 5452 500
Subj 8979 1021
COLA 8551 1043
MPQA 9586 1020
CoNLL 14987 3466
Twitter 1915 999
EBM-NLP 16785 639

Table 9.1: Statistics of the classification (top) and sequence tagging (bottom) cor-
pora used for experiments. #train denotes the initial total number of unlabeled
instances in the pool, #eval the number we evaluate on.

NER task (Ritter et al., 2011), and an evidence based medicine (EBM) tagging task,
EBM-NLP (Nye et al., 2018).

We point the reader to the respective sources for detailed descriptions of the
data and tasks, but provide basic corpora statistics in Table 9.1. For datasets without
a pre-defined train/eval split, we created one. We set the labeling budget to ∼20%
of the available training data. We use pre-trained BERT as initialization, and for
EBM-NLP we use the domain specific Bio-BERT (Lee et al., 2019).

We compare the following AL strategies: (1) random (i.i.d.) sampling; (2)
uncertainty sampling via entropy;2 (3) EGL-wordpiece, i.e., applying EGL method
in Chapter 7 on the subword embedding space (4) (lowest) perplexity; and (5) en-
tropy + perplexity, i.e., the interpolation just described.3 We initialize to the pre-
trained BERT small (Devlin et al., 2018) in all cases save for EBM-NLP, for which
we also explore use of the domain-specific Bio-BERT (Lee et al., 2019).

2For sequence tagging tasks, we use the total token entropies over the sequence as the scoring
function.

3We also considered length-normalized least confidence method (Shen et al., 2017), but it per-
formed worse than entropy in preliminary experiments.
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9.5 Results
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Figure 9.1: Active Learning Curve for classification dataset.
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Figure 9.2: Active Learning Curve for NER dataset.

Learning curves averaged over five runs for these methods are shown in
Figure 9.1 for text classification tasks and in Figure 9.2 for NER tasks. and AUC
scores for all corpora are reported in Table 9.2.

Table 9.2 summarizes all results via the corresponding average area under
the curve (AUC) measures. We observe that some variant of AL outperforms
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ran ent per ent + per EGL
MR 96.1 95.3 96.7 96.6 97.0
CR 91.6 89.5 91.7 93.9 92.0
TREC 93.0 92.4 93.8 94.2 82.2
Subj 96.1 97.2 96.4 97.3 95.3
COLA 93.6 94.6 93.7 94.2 95.5
MPQA 95.4 95.5 95.4 95.9 96.0
CoNLL 88.5 91.7 79.9 91.4 -
Twitter 61.0 63.2 58.2 68.5 -
EBM-V 91.1 88.6 87.8 88.3 -
EBM-B 93.6 93.7 93.6 94.2 -

Table 9.2: AUC scores averaged over five runs for each method on each dataset.
‘ran’ is random sampling, ‘ent’ is entropy, ‘per’ is perplexity, ‘ent+per’ is entropy +
perplexity. Corpora above the horizontal line are text classification tasks; below are
sequence tagging. ‘EBM-B’ denotes Bio-BERT initialization on EBM, and ‘EBM-
V’ denotes the standard version.

i.i.d. random sampling on all but one dataset (more on this case below). Further-
more, models specifically designed for adapting neural LMs (namely ent + per and
EGL) outperform standard entropy-based uncertainty sampling in all but one case
(CoNLL; a difference of 0.03 F1).

For EBM-NLP (Nye et al., 2018), we report results using both Bio-BERT
(EBM-B) and ‘vanilla’ BERT (EBM-V) for initialization. Interestingly, when the
‘out of domain’ initialization (EBM-B) is used, AL performs worse than i.i.d. sam-
pling. But when we use in-domain initialization, AL outperforms i.i.d., using the
proposed method. (Figure 9.1 shows results using BioBERT only.) Note that we
are not simply making the (obvious) observation that pre-training in-domain is gen-
erally helpful: this boosts the performance of both AL and random sampling, but
the comparative performance flips.

9.6 Comparison with AL methods in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8

In Chapter 7, Chapter 8 and Chapter 9, we develop three AL strategies. In
this section, we compare their different usages. In Chapter 7, we develop the EGL
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approach for CNN. This is suitable for any general text classification tasks. In
Chapter 8, we develop an influence function based AL method. But that method is
more suitable to the transfer learning scenario, in which we can pre-train a model
on a source domain, but our target is to adapt this model to the target domain. At
each round of AL, the goal is select target points that mostly mismatch with source
points. In this chapter, the AL method is based on a pre-trained language model
which requires perplexity as the scoring function. The major difference between
Chapter 8 and this chapter is that in Chapter 8, the source domain needs to be the
same task as the target domain, but in this chapter, the source domain pre-trains a
language model regardless of the target domain.

9.7 Chapter Summary

We observe that active learning methods offer efficiency gains even when

using BERT,4 suggesting that AL combined with deep pre-trained language models
is a promising strategy for learning in low supervision settings. We additionally
observe that AL methods bespoke for neural architectures (namely ent+per and

the EGL over wordpiece methods) tend to perform better than traditional AL ap-

proaches.

4Performance without using BERT, i.e., training from scratch, is consistently worse, as one
would expect; we do not report these results here.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion and future work

Neural models have been shown to work well when there is large amount of
training data. However, we do not often have large scale training data because anno-
tating data is expensive. There are many strategies proposed for improving model
performance in such ‘low-supervision’ scenarios. In this thesis we investigate three
strategies: training neural models beyond instance labels, transfer learning for mul-
tiple types of source data, and active learning for neural models.

We first consider incorporating other types of resources into neural model
training beyond instance labels. In Chapter 3, we investigate the scenario where we
not only ask human annotators to label the training examples, but also to provide
further rationales that support their annotations. These rationales can augment the
limited training labels, since the model can be trained on both the instance labels
and the rationale labels. Then in Chapter 4, we consider how to incorporate ontolo-
gies as a prior knowledge into neural models. We propose a novel training method
that forces similar words in semantic lexicons to share more similar weights in the
embedding space to inductively bias the neural model training.

In addition to the above described methods that use other types of resources,
one of the mostly commonly used methods for low-supervision problems is transfer
learning. When there is not enough data for the target domain we are interested in,
we can often use large available training data from another source domain. Typi-
cally, we can first train a model on the source domain, and then transfer or adapt the
trained model to the target domain. Previous works have studied general transfer
learning where they transfer a single source model to a single target model. How-
ever, it is often the case that the source domain contains multiple types of data, and
simply mixing them together might not be the best option. Instead, we study how
to better leverage various available source data to better suit the source to the target
domain. In Chapter 5, we study how to better leverage multiple sets of pre-trained
word embeddings trained from different domains in neural models and fine-tune
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them intelligently on the target domain. In Chapter 6, we study domain adaptation
for text generation. We develop a novel encoder-decoder model that uses various
writing styles (domains) in the training data and performs domain adaptation at
generation time. The model is able to generate text with any specific style even if
the style has little training data or is totally unseen in the training set.

Then we consider the most straightforward way to deal with low-supervision
situations: collecting more training data but under a limited budget. We study how
to collect more valuable labels if we are not allowed to annotate much data. In
Chapter 7, we develop new active learning (AL) methods to collect more informa-
tive examples to be annotated specifically for neural models, so that better models
and more discriminative text representation can be learned with fewer labels. Fol-
lowing this, we consider a situation where we not only collect a limited amount of
labels from the target domain using AL, but at the same time, we also pre-train a
good model from a richly annotated relevant source domain and transfer it to the
target domain. We investigate this issue of combining active learning and transfer
learning in Chapter 8. Other than transferring from a relevant supervised source
domain, in Chapter 9 we also study AL strategies on top of a pre-trained deep lan-
guage model. Specifically, we investigate how to actively select target instances
using pre-trained transformer encoders.

In short, this thesis has considered three strategies for low-supervision sce-
narios: training neural models beyond instance labels, transfer learning and active
learning specifically designed for neural models. We propose novel methods for
each of the three strategies and improve model performance.

10.1 Future Work

10.1.1 Rationales in Active Learning

In Chapter 3, we introduce a novel neural model that can incorporate ra-
tionale annotations into training. This model can not only have stronger predictive
accuracy, but can also provide better explanations at test time for its prediction. This
makes the model interpretable. In Chapter 7 and Chapter 9, we develop novel active
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learning methods specifically designed for neural models. One future direction is to
combine these two goals more closely, that is, asking human annotators to annotate
rationales in the active learning loop. In this way, rationale augmented neural mod-
els can further expedite the active learning. And more rapid active learning can in
turn generate better explanations. It is worth investigating the scoring function for
instances and rationales and also whether to annotate rationales or instance labels
in the current iteration.

10.1.2 Rationales for Structured Neural Models

In Chapter 7, we use rationales to augment text classification models. But
so far, there is no prior work using rationales to augment structured models, for ex-
ample, sequence models for named entity recognition (NER). One future direction
would be asking human annotators to mark rationales for NER datasets. For each
word, the annotator should mark which surrounding words can explain this word’s
entity tag. Then similar to RA-CNN in Chapter 7, the sequence model should put
more weight on those rationale words than other words in the sentence.

10.1.3 Active Learning for Structured Neural Models

In Chapter 7, we develop the EGL-word method aiming at improving em-
bedding layer for the downstream tasks. The intuition is that in feed-forward net-
works, a better and a more discriminative feature representation layer can facilitate
higher layer learning. However, this does not necessarily hold for structure models.
For example, in an RNN, the current output depends on lower layers’ parameters,
but also depends on previous steps’ outputs. So in order to improve each step’s out-
put, we should not only consider the expected change on lower layers’ parameters,
but also take into account previous steps’ output. This is more complicated than
feed-forward networks.
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